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in June 2006, aCt 58 was signed into law, 
mandating 30 hours of continuing educa-
tion every two years for registered nurses 
practicing in pennsylvania. this is good 
news for nurses in pennsylvania because 
the bill recognizes that registered nurses 
continue to do more and are responsible 
for more in a health care environment 
that is increasingly complex and techni-
cal. prior to act 58, registered nurses 
were the only health care providers in 
pennsylvania without mandatory continu-
ing education requirements. 

more good news for nurses in 
pennsylvania: under a new law that goes 
into effect in July, health care facilities in 
pennsylvania can no longer force nurses 
to work beyond their scheduled shifts, 
with a few exceptions. We believe this bill 
will improve patient safety—a tired nurse 
is not a safe nurse in a clinical environ-
ment where there is no margin  
for error. 

and good news for health 
professionals across the country:  
$500 million for nursing and health 
professions training was included in 
the final $787 billion stimulus package 
signed into legislation by president 
barack obama on february 17, 2009. of 
that $500 million, $300 million will be 
awarded to the national health service 
corps and the remaining $200 million 
will be divided between the title vii 
health professions training programs 
and the title viii nursing Workforce 
Development programs. 

also good news, nurses again rank at 
the top of gallup’s 2008 annual “honesty 
and ethics of professions” survey for the 
seventh straight year.

the recent economic downturn is 
impacting the university of pittsburgh 
as it is all universities. however, through 
the strength of the university’s strategic 
and budgetary planning, plans are in 
process to minimize negative effects 
of the current economic environment. 
the board of trustees, faculty, staff, 
and administration are committed to 
making the university of pittsburgh 
one of the nation’s preeminent research 
universities—an institution that provides 
high-quality undergraduate and superior 
graduate programs; is engaged in 
research, artistic, and scholarly activities 
advancing knowledge and transference 
of that knowledge in science, technol-
ogy, and health care; offers continuing 
education programs; and relates to the 
surrounding community. 

the school of nursing shares this 
commitment and is succeeding in meeting 
it to the fullest extent. the number 
of applicants continues to increase, 
better-qualified students are enrolling, 
and research support continues to grow. 
today, the university of pittsburgh 
school of nursing is ranked fifth in 
national institutes of health research 
funding and seventh overall in graduate 
education by U.S. News & World Report, 
while academic analytics’ faculty 
scholarly productivity ranking™ of the 
top performing individual programs for 
2006–07 places the school of nursing 
eighth in the nation. 

in this issue, we continue to explore 
ways pitt nurses are making a difference. 
through research, clinical practice, 
volunteer, and community activities, our 
faculty, students, and alums are making 

a difference in health care, their com-
munities, and the world. from clinical 
care at the bedside to affecting social and 
governmental policy; from educating the 
next generation of nurses to caring for 
our wounded warriors at home and on 
the front lines of distant battlefields; from 
prenatal and neonatal care to geriatric 
and end-of-life care; from research on 
interventions and adherence to technol-
ogy and communications, nurses affect 
patient care and outcomes in a variety of 
ways every day. 

While the days of nursing caps 
are long gone, nurses today wear many 
hats and many uniforms; from scrubs to 
military attire, from business suits to  
well, you’ll have to read the student 
profile on page 19. 

clearly there are many ways pitt 
nurses make a difference. in the following 
pages we highlight only a few.

JaCqueline dunbar-JaCob, phd, rn, faan
Dean, University of PittsbUrgh 
school of nUrsing
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of the 345th CSH, Iraq
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opposite page caption: Captains John Jones (bSN ’99, mSN ’01), 
bill Teskey (bSN ’98, mSN ’02); Kurt Klein (bSN ’01, mSN ’04), and 
Scott Pearson (bSN ’98, mSN ’05), and first lieutenants brian 
Keller (mSN ’06) and Jason Trudell (mSN ’06) met up in Kuwait.

far from home and family life, in an environment so 

austere that the landscape sometimes seems plucked from 

another planet, University of Pittsburgh-trained nurses are 

working on the front lines of operation Iraqi freedom. These 

men and women of the military are providing care to U.S. 

troops and Iraqi locals, and—in some cases—medical training 

to both U.S. and Iraqi personnel. Their stories vary with their 

circumstances, but they share common ground in the train-

ing they received at the School of Nursing, which infuses the 

vital work of their commitment in the middle east.

for many of the six pitt-trained nurses within the ranks  
of the u.s. army’s 345th combat support hospital’s anesthesia 
department, a 90-day mission in iraq represents their first 
overseas deployment. after months of advanced training, they 
find themselves traveling across multiple locations treating  
war zone casualties. 

the group, which includes captain John Jones (bsn ’99, 
msn ’01), captain bill teskey (bsn ’98, msn ’02), captain 
Kurt Kline (bsn ’01, msn ’04), captain scott pearson (bsn 
’98, msn ’05), first lieutenant brian Keller (msn ’06), and 
first lieutenant Jason trudell (msn ’06), wrote a letter to the 
school of nursing describing the severe conditions of life in iraq. 

“Deploying to iraq was a shock for each of us, especially  
the heat. our arrival in July slapped us all in the face with  
130+ degree daily high temperatures,” they wrote. “the heat  
can best be mimicked by turning your oven to broil, opening  
the door and putting your head inside while aiming a hair dryer 
at your face.”

the group also has endured almost weekly sandstorms, 
which they compared to taking a full bag out of a vacuum cleaner 
“and hitting it like a piñata while a fan blows directly at it.”

for as far as they can see in any direction, the landscape is 
sand: no terrain features or vegetation of any kind. in the letter, 
they compare it to the surface of mars. 

When daytime highs dropped to 110 degrees, the group  
was relieved. “apparently we have acclimatized,” they wrote, 
though they added, “given the heat, it is a constant challenge  
to stay hydrated.” 

the group trained at brooke army medical center in san 
antonio, texas, where they networked with a variety of practi-
tioners ranging from surgeons and anesthesia providers  
to intensive care and emergency nurses. 

“in these interactions with the providers of other specialties, 
we each discovered how thorough and complete our education 
at pitt had been,” they wrote. “We can each say with confidence 
that the didactic and clinical experiences gained in pitt’s nurse 
anesthesia program are second to none.” 

the hospital staff includes people from 44 states in the 
union covering cases ranging from simple sedation and regional 
anesthesia to anesthesia for major trauma. they also work to 
educate the clinical nursing and allied health staff in topics 
such as anesthesia, resuscitation, and trauma. in addition to all 
of these responsibilities, the group is involved in certification 
of basic, advanced cardiac, and pediatric advanced life support 
taking place in theater. 

the nurses participate in didactic education meetings with 
local iraqi physicians and nurses and, in august, taught basic 
life support and basic and advanced airway management to the 
resident and attending physicians of the local teaching hospital. 
they also are working on a comprehensive educational program 
for iraqi citizens who are interested in becoming nurses, which 
are absent from iraq’s current health care system. typically, iraqi 
doctors manage individual patients, and routine bedside care is 
provided mainly by family members. through their educational 
meetings, the nurses hope to demonstrate the role of the nurse 
as a health care provider and ensure that patients are safe and 
receive appropriate treatment.

the group expressed gratitude to their families, employers, 
and others for supporting their mission. 

“it is nothing short of an honor to be taking care of the 
troops tasked with the duties of the front line,” the nurses wrote. 
“the risks they take and responsibility they shoulder each day is 
beyond comprehension. in the event they need medical care of 
any kind, they are met with strong providers and an enthusiasm 
of the highest degree.” 
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alumni meet in Kuwait prior to Deployment 
throughout iraq
Editor’s note: This letter from six School of Nursing alumni who were deployed to Iraq  
was addressed to John O’Donnell, director of the Nurse Anesthesia Program. 

greetings from sunny (and extremely hot) iraq! several pitt 
grads decided to meet up in Kuwait prior to traveling on to 
our final destinations throughout iraq: Jason trudell and brian 
Keller at al-asad airbase, Kurt Kline and bill teskey at tikrit, 
John Jones at al Kut, and scott pearson at talill. all support 
the 345th combat support hospital with the exception of John 
Jones, who is attached to an fst [forward surgical team]. the 
university of pittsburgh nurse anesthesia program represents 
about one-eighth of all anesthesia providers in theater at present. 
although our mission varies to some degree based on our  
locale, the mission always revolves around managing massive 
trauma all the way down to such common things as an  
acute appendectomy. 

We all agree that such learning activities as acute crisis lead-
ership training (aclt) and the variety of clinical experiences 
that pitt had to offer were extremely beneficial downrange. We 
provide anesthetic in some of the most austere and unforgiving 
environments. sand, lack of transport for supplies due to bad 
weather conditions, and overall enemy activity necessitate the 
need for adaptation and quick thinking when faced with taking 
care of critical patients. 

further, the ability to function as a team has never been 
more important. our team of four anesthesia providers at 
al-asad account for one-fourth of all providers, which include 
general/trauma surgeons, urology, psych, er, and family  
practice. anesthesia [specialists are] expected to function in 
many roles and are treated as independent providers who one 
minute will be intubating a critically ill patient and placing them 

on a draw-over vaporizer/vent to placing a chest tube  
on a patient with a pneumothorax (obviously a little different 
than stateside).

for the current and future students of the university of 
pittsburgh: We all agree that the education we have received 
from the university of pittsburgh nurse anesthesia program 
is second to none. however, saying that, we also realize that 
hard work, perseverance, and motivation go a long way. We 
truly believe that we, as military crnas, have one of the most 
important jobs: taking care of the men and women of the 
united states armed forces. the lessons in hard work, persever-
ance, and dedication carried over from pitt are the standards we 
hold ourselves to on a daily basis. there are going to be good 
days and there are going to be bad days, you win some [and] you 
lose some, but always remember nothing in life worth fighting 
for is ever easy. hard work does pay off, and your patients are 
trusting you with their greatest possession, their lives. they, as 
patients, turn to you in a time of need. you owe it to them to be 
the best that you can be 100 percent of the time.

best of luck to all the students, and remember: you get out 
what you put in. 

respectfully,
Jason trudell, crna, msn
brian Keller, crna, msn
John Jones, crna, msn
scott pearson, crna, msn
Kurt Kline, crna, msn
bill teskey, crna, msn 
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major returns to roots 
in small baghdad clinic
by Jamie cornali (bsn ’93) from an assignment in iraq

i am a maJor on aCtive duty for the past 15 years. i graduated 
with my bsn from pitt in 1993 and was commissioned through 
the rotc program there. i subsequently graduated from the 
uniformed services university of the health sciences in 2004 
with my msn as an fnp. i am currently working at a small 
clinic near the baghdad airport as the sole health care provider 
here. i work with six army medics and provide primary and 
emergency care to about 2,500 individuals.

i have found my nursing training to be invaluable here. 
many times i have had to go back to my nursing training to take 
care of my patients (i.e., remembering how to mix and set a drip 
rate for iv antibiotics—no iv pumps here!).

i also have had to train my medics on primary care 
assessments. their training primarily consists of emergency 
care assessment and skills (rightly so), but where i am, 95 
percent of the care is primary care. it took several months, but 
they are all now quite competent at their assessment skills. it is 
wonderful to see. in fact, most have loved it so much that four 

out of six plan on becoming nurses: two  
are entering civilian programs, and two  
will be going through the military’s lpn 
program. i am still working on the  
other two.

another thing i am proud of is  
the new chief of the army nurse corps 
(major general patricia horoho,  
msn ’92) is a fellow pitt grad!

hail to pitt,
Jamie cornali

caring for our 
nation’s sons 
and Daughters 
When i graduated from pitt’s bsn 
program in 1998, i was well prepared to pursue a nursing career 
as an army nurse corps officer. the program had offered 
clinical rotations at large hospitals with complicated patients and 
had blended didactic work with challenging clinical practice. 

throughout my 10-year military career, i have drawn upon 
these experiences to meet the clinical demands at my various 
commissions. as a new rn, i confidently assumed the role of 
charge nurse on a busy ward. to hone my skills as a medical-sur-
gical nurse, i attended a four-month army er/icu course. then 
in 2005, i graduated from the u.s. army’s graduate program in 
anesthesia nursing and am now practicing as a crna. 

my commissions have taken me from the large medical 
centers of san antonio, texas, and Washington, D.c., to small 
community hospitals in california and most recently to Keller 
army community hospital in West point, n.y. the most chal-
lenging experience so far has been my deployment to a remote 
forward operating base in eastern afghanistan. as part of a 
field medical team, i was chief nurse anesthetist, operating on 
military and civilian casualties in support of operation enduring 
freedom. beginning with my very first assignment at brooke 
army medical center as a staff nurse on a step-down icu, to 
an emergency room nurse at fort irwin, calif., and then to my 
current position as a crna at Keller, i have proudly cared for 
our nation’s sons and daughters. i believe the education i received 
at the university of pittsburgh has been the backbone and the 
foundation of my professional success. 

major allan l. long (bsn ’98), staff crna
Keller army community hospital, West point, n.y.

(As this issue of Pitt Nurse goes to print, Major Long is preparing to deploy to Iraq.)
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nurse anesthetist aids patients in 
third World

When sCott pearson was a 
nurse anesthesia student at 
the university of pittsburgh, 
he attended a lecture on 
third world surgical missions 
during a summer seminar. 
the experience left enough 
of an impression on him that 
he decided to volunteer as 
an anesthesia provider for 
trips through surgicorps 

international, a pittsburgh-based organization 
that provides medical care to overseas patients 
in need. 

to date, pearson has traveled to vietnam, 
guatemala, bhutan, and uganda.

“i have been fortunate in my life, and vol-
unteering my time and resources provides me 
the opportunity to help others,” says pearson, 
who also serves as a certified registered nurse 
anesthetist in the u.s. army reserves, through 
which he was deployed to iraq in the summer 
and fall of 2008.

most of the surgicorps cases involve plastic 
surgery to repair cleft lips, cleft palates, burn 
scars, congenital defects, and traumatic injuries. 

although the organization treats all ages, most 
of its patients are children.

the groups work long hours—in some 
cases, 12-hour days—but, as pearson reports, 
“the work is very rewarding.” in bhutan, for 
example, the team completed 72 cases in five 
days of surgery.

in addition to directing patient care, 
pearson also gave morning lectures to nurse 
anesthesia students in mbale, uganda, to teach 
them about use of the intravenous general 
anesthetic propofol as well as an alternative 
airway device. 

 “my education at the university of 
pittsburgh school of nursing has provided  
me the skills to be an effective team member  
on surgicorps trips,” says pearson. “i am  
very thankful for the wonderful experience  
at children’s hospital of pittsburgh of upmc 
and other clinical sites where i gained experi-
ence taking care of children.”

“

”

i have been 
fortunate in 
my life, and 
volunteering 
my time and 
resources pro-
vides me the 
opportunity to 
help others.

Above: Scott Pearson with anesthetists in Uganda

right: Pearson and guy leone, md, with bhutan burn victim
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nurses meet the community  
Where they are

as the nurse Who oversees a wellness 
center and serves as consultant to four 
primary care centers targeting under-
served populations, nancy rothman  
(bsn ’64) supports a safety net that 
preserves the health of some of society’s 
most vulnerable people. 

through temple health 
connections and the primary care 
centers operated by public health 
management corp., rothman oversees 
programs that help the homeless, resi-
dents of public housing, and workers who 
tend eastern pennsylvania’s mushroom 
farms. thanks to the centers’ efforts, 
these communities have access to after-
school and wellness programs, family 
medical care, lead-poisoning prevention, 
and reproductive health care. 

“We’ve prevented a lot of long-term 
health problems,” says rothman, edD. 
“some people have frustrations working 
with communities. but the community 
served by the temple health connection 
has been a joy to work with, if you meet 

them where they are. We don’t move 
ahead unless there’s ownership, and 
they’re going to support us.” 

part of the programs’ success can be 
chalked up to rothman’s commitment to 
only move forward with programs that 
are supported by the community and 
sustainable through continued funding. 
for example, the reproductive health 
program only has one year of funding, 
but rothman believes nurse practitioner 
students will be able to extend its life 
beyond that grant. 

nursing students work in partnership 
with the community, even tutoring in the 
after-school program, and that has helped 
to build a sense of trust from the popula-
tion the wellness center serves. 

“We have a very close working 
relationship,” rothman says, adding,  
“We also hire whenever we can from  
the community.” 

as the independence foundation 
professor of urban community 
nursing and director of community-
based practices at temple university’s 
Department of nursing, college of 
health professions, rothman was given 
the freedom to develop a curriculum and 
a community research agenda. 

by walking the line between practice 
and academia, rothman believes she  
has been able to give her students 
interdisciplinary opportunities, which  
will mirror their professional lives once 
they graduate.

“it really allows education, practice, 
and research to happen around all of our 
programs,” she says. “it’s been the best 
job i’ve ever had.” 

Nancy rothman  

supports a safety net 

that preserves the 

health of some of  

society’s most  

vulnerable people. 
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premature births inspire  
alum’s family to represent  
march of Dimes
by Joy laughlin (Msn ’03), bsn 

being a nurse offers many challenges, 
and with these challenges comes knowl-
edge: that which is gained from past 
experience and that which is stored for 
future endeavors. but when you or a loved 
one is lying in a hospital bed, clutching 
onto life, such knowledge can become 
your worst enemy. 

this was my story several years ago 
—the actual day of my graduation from 
the clinical nurse specialist program 
at the university of pittsburgh school 
of nursing. i found myself fighting for 

my own life after giving birth to my very 
premature daughter. it was a day my fam-
ily and i will not forget, a day when my 
nursing knowledge haunted me because  
i understood what all the numbers meant, 
and a day when my nursing knowledge 
helped me because i understood why the 
machines were sounding their alarms.

 i was unaware of it at the time, but 
i suffered from hellp (hemolysis, 
elevated liver enzymes and low 
platelets) syndrome, which caused me 
to enter preterm labor and deliver my 
daughter three months early. eventually, 
i made a full recovery and my daughter, 
emma, also did very well and came home 
after spending seven weeks in the neo-
natal intensive care unit (nicu).

 fast forward two years later and  
my second child, brady, was born—also 
three months early! thankfully, i was 
more closely monitored and did not get 
nearly as sick as i did with my first 
pregnancy. but i relived the same 
scenario, watching my tiny son clutch to 
life. once again, the nursing knowledge 
was too much at times, while also not 
enough, as my little two-pound boy 
breathed in synch with the ventilator and 
was fed through iv lines.

 after living through two very 
difficult deliveries and watching our little 
ones fight for life, my husband and i 
decided we wanted to help other families 
experiencing the challenges of premature 
birth. We had heard about the march of 
Dimes, a well-known organization whose 
mission is to improve the health of babies 
by preventing birth defects, premature 
birth, and infant mortality. the march of 
Dimes has played leading roles in the 
development of the polio vaccine, 
surfactant therapy, and most recently,  
the development of america’s regional 
system of nicus. 
left: emma and brady laughlin, now healthy active children.  
The laughlins want other families to know, “It’s okay, there are 
resources out there.”

right: The 2008 march of dimes Ambassador family: Joy and  
Todd laughlin with emma and brady. 
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 in 2007, we formed a family team, 
brady’s bunch, to walk in march for 
babies, which is sponsored by the march 
of Dimes. We raised more than $800 our 
first year and had a team of 10 walkers. 
in 2008, our family was named the 
pittsburgh ambassador family for the 
march of Dimes, which allows us to travel 
the area sharing our story. so far, brady’s 
bunch has been able to raise more than 
$1,200 in 2008, and we had 20 people 
walk with us in may. We are honored to 
serve in this important role in the effort 
to raise awareness about prematurity. 
our goal is that one day all babies will be 
born healthy, and we are grateful for the 
opportunity to tell our story and share 
our hope with others who are experienc-
ing the pain of prematurity.

our goal is that one  
day all babies will be 
born healthy.

like mother,  
like Daughter
Second-generation Pitt Nurse  
has Impact on Neonatal Care

a quarter of a Century after her mother, 
frances powell bakewell, graduated from 
the university of pittsburgh’s school of 
nursing, susan bakewell-sachs followed 
in her footsteps.

so it is perhaps fitting that bakewell-
sachs, a second-generation pitt nurse, 
has had such a profound impact on other 
mothers’ children. in 1979, the same year 
she earned her baccalaureate degree from 
pitt, she began working in a neonatal 
intensive care unit (nicu). in 1982, she 
completed her master’s degree in perina-
tal nursing to become a neonatal clinical 
nurse specialist.

“i always saw nursing as a clinical 
role,” she says. “the opportunity to 
participate in a clinical trial during the 
1980s educated me—it changed my focus 
and my career trajectory.” 

that study looked at premature 
babies to determine whether they could 
be discharged earlier with appropriate 
care in the hospital and at home. the 
findings, which were published in the 
New England Journal of Medicine in 1986, 
showed that advanced practice nurses 
directly impacted whether the babies 
could be sent home sooner and demon-
strated the significance of a continuum of 
care in order to prevent rehospitalization. 

that experience inspired bakewell-
sachs to focus on obtaining as much 
knowledge as she could about the entire 
spectrum of care for tiny babies. she 
earned a phD in nursing in 1992 and then 
a post-master’s certificate to become a 
pediatric nurse practitioner so she could 
provide comprehensive primary care to 
infants and children born prematurely.

“i saw the impact clinical research  
has on defining nursing care,” she says. 
“and i could see how such research  
supports evidence in a way that is appro-
priate for nursing.”

now serving as both dean and 
professor of nursing at the school of 
nursing, health & exercise science 
at the college of new Jersey, she also 
engaged in later research that examined 
the timing of hospital discharge for 
premature infants.

“it’s all about nursing care,” 
bakewell-sachs explains. “neonatal 
nurses, practitioners, and researchers are 
important links between the mother and 
her baby and play crucial roles in provid-
ing evidence-based care that will enhance 
the infant’s future physical and mental 
health.” in addition to her own research 
and clinical practice, bakewell-sachs 
is the neonatal editor for the Journal of 
Perinatal and Neonatal Nursing and serves 
on the nurse advisory council  
of the march of Dimes to advocate  
for better health policies and prevent 
premature births. 

“i believe it is my obligation  
to contribute,” she says. 
“collaboration 
is one of the 
ways i can do 
all the things  
i want to do.” 

Since 2007, the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing 
has offered a Neonatal Nurse Practitioner concentration 
as an extension of its successful and well respected 
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner programs to care for children 
like Emma and Brady Laughlin.
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public health ‘foot soldier’ seeks to 
bring care to the uninsured
Whether addressing a restaurant chain’s 
widely publicized outbreak of hepatitis 
a, a national shortage of flu vaccine, or 
resources for diabetes patients who lack 
adequate insurance, lorraine starsky 
has made public health the focus of her 
career with the allegheny county health 
Department (achD). 

“the foundation that i received in 
community health at pitt nursing school 
has been invaluable in my role as a public 
health foot soldier,” says starsky, who  
earned her bsn in 1994 and was a class 
Keeper of the light (see sidebar). in 
addition to the high-profile health crises 
the department has faced, she now serves 
as the diabetes nurse consultant with  
the achD’s chronic Disease  
prevention program. 

“carrying out this work in the 
community has reinforced what all of us 
in health care are witnessing,” she says, 
namely: “burgeoning numbers of people 
without health insurance, many working 
full-time jobs.” many of the calls she 
receives are from diabetics without cover-
age who turn to achD as a last resort. 

recognizing the need for a simple, 
concise guide to local resources, starsky 
won support from her administrator  
to create Underinsured or Uninsured:  
A Guide to Health Care Resources in 
Allegheny County, which was released in 
march 2007. updated every six months, 
the guide is one of the most frequently 
downloaded documents on the depart-
ment’s Web site, www.achd.net. the 
department mails printed copies to people 
who do not have computer access.

according to Jessica seabury, 
executive director of the consumer 

health coalition in pittsburgh, almost 16 
percent of adults ages 19–64 lack health 
insurance in allegheny county. When 
people lack coverage, many delay or 
forego medical care. 

citing 2007 statistics from families 
usa, seabury says two uninsured people 
die in pennsylvania each day because 
they waited too long to seek care, often 
for conditions that could have been 
prevented. 

“the guide that lorraine created  
is so critical because it is a comprehensive, 
reliable, and user-friendly resource to 
help people get the care they need,”  
she says. 

starsky calls the positive response  
to the guide by community organizations, 
social services agencies, and consumers 
“most gratifying.” 

she credits her education at the 
school of nursing with providing 
“wonderful preparation for my career.” 
she specifically cites Jackie lamb, her 
pediatrics clinical instructor, for serving 
as a role model and advocate for under-
served pediatric patients and their  
families and rosanne levine, her  
community health clinical instructor,  
who mentored her. 

terri seidman, manager of the 
american Diabetes association’s Western 
pennsylvania chapter, calls starsky “a true 
public health nurse.” 

“she is in touch with the community, 
and her tireless commitment to the public 
is reflected in her ongoing outreach and 
community involvement,” says seidman. 
“she sees opportunities, grabs them, and 
creates liaisons.” 

lorraine Starsky (right) takes health information to Ida  
Cummins and harold e. Scott Jr. at the epiphany barber Shop  
in the Pittsburgh neighborhood of Wilkinsburg as part of the 
Center for minority health’s annual Take health Professionals  
to the People day. 
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youth ministry  
position a natural  
fit for nurse
by barbara benzenhoefer belski (bsn ’76) 

making a differenCe in community health in a third World 
country seemed most unlikely when i stepped out of full-time 
nursing with the birth of my first child in 1979. 

my path to uganda began back in april 2000, when the 
visiting nurse association of allegheny county (vna) finally 
fell to economic pressures. having spent 15 years with the vna, 
i crash landed into the next crossroads of my career. i found that 
the independence i developed as a home care nurse prepared me 
well for my new adventure: director of youth and young adult 
ministries at a large suburban parish. 

Working with high school students and young adults 
involves all of the same communication and intervention 
skills that served me well during my years in nursing. time 
management, planning budgets, communicating effectively, and 
developing leadership and life skills in our teens come naturally 
in large part due to my experiences in nursing. 

lecturing for the maternity nursing students when i 
taught briefly at my alma mater paved the way for future public 
presentations, including many opportunities to teach both youth 
and adults. i remember as student nurses when we learned the 
difference between sympathy and empathy—an essential skill 
when working in youth ministry, especially when introducing 
teens to working with the poor.

as our mission team develops a plan to assist the people 
in gulu, uganda, we must recognize the need to empower the 
people to help themselves as much as possible. i draw constantly 
from my nursing skills; i believe that nurses can make a positive 
difference in any situation. my education at the pitt school of 
nursing prepared me well for a lifetime of leadership in my 
work and in my community.

to learn more, visit www.hopemissionuganda.org.

KeePers of the light
Keepers of the light represent an important 
part of the school’s distinguished history and 
tradition. The lamp florence Nightingale carried 
on her rounds among the british soldiers 
injured in the Crimean War became a symbol of 
her efforts to improve the practice of nursing. 
Through the years, the lamp became the symbol 
of the nursing profession’s commitment to 
the task of ensuring continuous progress 
and improvement of nursing practice. 

The tradition of “Passing of the light” was 
established as part of the school’s first Pinning 
Ceremony in 1943 to symbolize the passing 
of this commitment from one generation of 
nurses to the next. It is a ritual that represents 

the graduates’ commitment to the ideals of 
excellence in nursing practice. The students 
who achieve the highest academic standing in 
the graduating class are designated “Keepers 
of the light” and become custodians of the 
light until it is time to pass it on to members 
of the next class at the Passing of the light 
during the following year’s Pinning Ceremony. 

Keepers of the light represent a long line of 
excellence in nursing practice at the school 
and an ongoing commitment to improve the 
nursing profession. They represent the best of 
the School of Nursing and the best of the nursing 
profession. many have gone on to practice as 
top-notch clinicians, educators, researchers, and 
administrators all across the country. 

because 
multiple 
students 
may have 
the same 
academic 
standing, there 
may be more 
than one Keeper of 
the light in a graduating 
class. There have been two or 
more Keepers of the light in 27 graduating years, 
including two graduating years when there were 
four. There have been a total of 102 Keepers of the 
light over the past 66 years. 

barbara belski with nurse aides in the medical clinic at St. mauritz, Uganda.  
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hospice: it’s about how you live!

it Was late friday afternoon, august 3, 
2007. an ambulance arrived at West penn 
hospital’s emergency Department in 
pittsburgh. the paramedics delivered a 
man, unresponsive, the result of a massive 
hemorrhagic stroke. the man looked 
younger than his 57 years. his undersized 
build was contracted and deformed from 
the lifelong effects of cerebral palsy. the 
man’s two sisters were contacted; he was 
not expected to survive.

friday evening brought the confir-
mation of the diagnosis of “brain stem 
stroke from a large clot in the left internal 
carotid, cause unknown … no profusion to 
the left brain.”

his physician recommended a 
palliative medicine consult. at first, the 
two sisters resisted. “i didn’t want a droopy 
faced, overly religious person putting  
their arms around me and feeling sorry,” 
one recalled.

on saturday evening, her opinion 
changed as she, her sister, and the  
palliative medicine physician met and sat 
around the patient’s bed. the physician, 
Dr. Kathy selvaggi, asked that they tell her 
about their brother. she heard a remark-
able story:

Jim prentice was born in 1950, a 
healthy baby boy. however, within weeks 
of his birth, he developed a high fever 
and pneumonia. children’s hospital of 
pittsburgh of upmc saved his life, but the 
illness damaged a part of his brain and left 

behind a new chronic diagnosis, cerebral 
palsy. the family first experienced shock, 
then grief, then a determined resolve to 
guide and support Jim as he grew.

his father created devices to assist his 
son as he lived his life from a wheelchair. 
his mother charged not only herself but 
also Jim’s two older sisters with learning 
and assisting with leg braces and daily 
activities. Jim grew bright, independent, 
and high spirited, a reflection of the 
family who surrounded him. 

he earned a master’s degree in 
computer science at carlow college 
in pittsburgh. that degree led Jim to a 
research position at Westinghouse, and 
then world travels. along the way, he 
designed and developed a multilingual 
communication board for people with 
disabilities. this pioneer transformed the 
world for those unable to clearly speak.

Jim survived his parents, refusing 
the logical next step, to leave the family 
home. after their deaths, he and his 
sisters remodeled the home, providing it 
with “smart” capabilities to support his 
autonomy. hired caregivers and his faith-
ful german shepherd named mel ensured 
his independence. he loved life; dizzying 
his nieces and nephews on wheelchair 
spins, telling jokes, running his own 
business. he received many prestigious 
awards for his work. 

it was in the midst of this living that 
he awakened on a friday morning, “not 
acting right.” in one morning, his life, 
and the lives of those who loved him, 
turned into chaos and uncertainty.

selvaggi carefully reviewed the 
neurology workup and shared those find-
ings with Jim’s sisters. in a fog of disbelief, 
a discussion ensued about what Jim would 

want at this time of his life. he had drawn 
up a living will outlining his desires and 
had spoken about his wishes with his 
sisters. still, the decision to consider 
hospice seemed unbearable. 

the ct scan was repeated, but the 
brain, the only perfect organ Jim was 
given, was permanently damaged; there 
was no chance of recovery. the ct 
report accompanied Jim to the forbes 
hospice inpatient unit. his sisters would 
ask to see it again, for reassurance.

Jim’s sisters toured the forbes 
hospice unit. they felt relief when the 
elevator door opened, revealing warm 
yellow walls, rich lighting, and staff who 
greeted them with genuine smiles. their 
brother would come. they would stay 
with him around the clock to see to his 
turning, bathing, and positioning; to 
watch over his body language, alert for 
any signs of discomfort; to continue their 
role of protector. this was not a man with 
“cp” who was dying. this was a brilliant, 
loving, humorous brother and uncle who 
was living through his final days. how 
could the hospice staff come to  
understand  
all of this?

backed by his sisters and his parents, Jim Prentice accepts an 
award for a multilingual communication board he designed to help 
people who are unable to speak clearly.
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the admission nurse listened intently, 
asked questions, took notes. she reviewed her 
findings with other team members, and they 
developed a written turning schedule with 
precise instructions based on the information 
provided by Jim’s sisters. 

the staff supported the family decision  
to spend the nights by providing Jim with a 
room especially suited for that purpose. his 
sisters felt they were partners in the decisions 
made about their brother. on the first night, 
much to their own surprise, they went home at 
about 1 a.m. to sleep in their own beds. they 
were satisfied that the staff was dedicated to 
Jim’s care, to the man he was and continued to 
be, before that morning when “things didn’t 
seem right.”

one of Jim’s sisters, a nurse, said, “i hope 
i can take back with me to my job some aspect 
of the care we received … such attitudes and 
empathy i have never seen before … they say 
thank you—to us!” 

the social worker and chaplain met with 
the family, helping them to sort through 
their feelings and concerns, encouraging 
them to embrace Jim through storytelling 
and life review. slowly the agonizing decision 
to choose hospice care became a portal—to 
engage in a mystery-filled goodbye, to honor 
their brother and his life, to celebrate, and to 
grieve. sometimes this work took place in Jim’s 
room, sometimes through laughter, sometimes 
through tears, and sometimes while sharing 
food in the hospice kitchen. 

Jim died peacefully, a sister at his side, the 
other on her way. the three of them found 
their way.

The authors gratefully acknowledge Noreen Miller and Carol 
Glatz for allowing this case story of their beloved brother to 
be presented. This article appears with permission from the 
Allegheny County Medical Society. It first appeared in the ACmS 
bulletin in September 2007.

Editor’s note: This case story was written by Maria Depasquale, 
RN, CHPN, manager of the Forbes Hospice inpatient unit, and 
Maryanne Fello (BSN ’72, MEd ’76), director of Forbes Hospice in 
Pittsburgh, Pa.

nurse With a passion for 
cardiac care takes flight
even as a Child, erin august was drawn to cardiac nursing through the influence 
of her family. 

her aunt was a director of nursing and a maternity charge nurse, and her 
cousin is a psychiatric unit director at allegheny valley hospital in natrona 
heights, pa. a multitude of cardiac problems within the family allowed august to 
see firsthand the importance of appropriate care.

now the ventricular assist device (vaD) outreach coordinator for seton 
medical center in austin, texas, august (bsn ’03) has spent her first year on the 
job finding ways to coordinate better treatment for cardiac patients across central 
texas. “they’ve worked with my job description a lot; it has kind of morphed 
over time,” she says.

the job is new to the medical center, and august is the first person to hold  
it. that means in addition to fulfilling all the responsibilities of the position,  
she’s also—quite literally—writing the book on the policies and procedures that 
govern the job. 

as the vaD outreach coordinator, august oversees program development; 
supports staff and surgeons in the operating room; supports nurses in the 
intensive care unit; and works on call for heart hope, a network of health care 
professionals who are dedicated to advancing the treatment of heart failure. 

august also formed the first vaD flight team in central texas and was aboard 
its first flight, with plans for more, including expansion into new mexico and 
training physicians and other health care providers in the details of vaD flights.

“i think the most challenging part is being ever so careful with loading and 
unloading the equipment,” she says. “as most nurses know 

if they’ve worked with the balloon pump, it’s very 
heavy, and it’s tricky.” 

When some vaD patients do not receive 
attention soon enough, they become what is 
known as “resurrection cases.” august’s goal 
is to get patients in to seek treatment sooner, 
thus producing more positive outcomes. 

august also is beginning to delve into 
research, recently receiving a university of 
texas fellowship to study sleep apnea and 
breathing disorders in vaD patients. 

as she strives to make a difference in  
the lives of those around her, august hasn’t 
lost a playful sense of humor. When she was 

hired in early 2008, she brought pittsburgh 
steeler terrible towels to the Dallas 

cowboys-loving surgeons and  
director who hired her. 

“they got a good chuckle  
out of that,” she says.
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A PIoNeer refleCTS
fACUlTy member helPed forge  
The PATh for NUrSe PrACTITIoNerS

even before she 
finished her first graduate 
degree, Donna nativio  
(bsn ’64), knew nurses had 
a bigger role to play as health 
care providers.

today, that point of view 
is widely embraced. but in 
the 1960s, it was an untested 
notion that challenged many 
people’s concepts of profes-
sional boundaries. 

but nativio, phD, 
crnp, faan, associate 
professor at the school of 
nursing and director of the 
family, adult, pediatric, and 
neonatal nurse practitioner 
programs and the Doctor of 
nursing practice program, 
does not fear breaking tradition if it means getting better care 
for patients and their families. so in an early job as a public 
health nurse for the allegheny county health Department, she 
began putting her idea to the test.

“a whole lot of mommies and babies would come in. the 
nurses would weigh and measure the babies and talk to the 
mothers about how the baby was eating and developing, and 
then we’d all wait for the physician to show up—sometimes up 
to 2½ hours,” she recalls. “i was impressed by the wasted time 
and wasted talent of the nursing staff, and the wasted time for 
those mothers as well.” 

research done at the university of Denver supported her 
observations. it found nurses were sometimes the only health 
care providers in the area they served.

“they were disconnected from hospital systems, and the 
more education they had, the more autonomous and confident 
they could be in their ability to carry out what needed to be 
done,” nativio says. the Denver research showed with addi-
tional targeted education nurses could be front-line providers  
in areas of need. 

so, nativio recruited experienced public health nurses to 
participate in an on-the-job educational program. she enlisted 
larry Dunegan, mD, a pediatrician, to help develop a curricu-
lum, which they taught together. this program had 12 graduates 
who revolutionized the well-child services to mothers and babies 
in allegheny county. 

a write-up about the program in a local newspaper led 
to an interview with then-Dean marguerite schaefer, who 
offered nativio a job creating a similar program at the school of 
nursing. nativio demurred, feeling she still had much to do in 
the community, but agreed to serve as a consultant. 

not everybody was thrilled with the idea of expanding 
nurses’ roles. “i think this was a beginning of the concern we 
have in health care now about boundaries in practice, and who 
has the education to do what,” she says. “nurses have made a lot 
of progress.” 

critics claimed nurse practitioners might be accepted 
among low-income patients, who had fewer options, but middle- 
or upper-income patients would insist on seeing a physician. 

as always, nativio set out to prove the naysayers wrong.  
she took a job in an upscale suburban private practice where 

nativio … does not 
fear breaking tradition 
if it means getting  
better care for patients 
and their families.
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for two years she successfully demonstrated that her work was 
valued by the physicians and by mothers across income groups. 

at that point, enid goldberg, dean of the school of 
nursing, offered to put nativio on retainer and convinced her 
to accept a joint appointment between the school and children’s 
hospital of pittsburgh of upmc. in the early 1970s, nativio 
became the second nurse practitioner hired by the hospital. 
Despite the resistance she met from some members of the 
medical and nursing staff, “the patients from the start accepted 
and loved having, their nurse,” she says. 

 nurse practitioners were told to introduce themselves by 
saying, “i’m not a physician.” nativio welcomes the opportunity 
to consult with physicians but is proud of her nurse practitioner 
role. “i don’t mind clarifying that, as long as the physician is 
willing to say, ‘i’m not a nurse practitioner,’” says nativio. 

nurse practitioners have come a long way since then. 
“today, the school of nursing’s nurse practitioner graduates are 
highly sought after, and the day-to-day relationships among the 
disciplines are very good, as they work side by side with the goal 
of best patient outcomes,” says nativio. “challenges remain at 
the policymaking level, when decisions are made about who’s in 
charge and who gets reimbursed.” 

there have been other firsts for this pioneer nurse practi-
tioner. nativio was one of the first pediatric nurse practitioners 
to gain national professional certification for excellence in 
practice. she helped draft the first rules and regulations that are 
still the basis for the legal practice of nurse practitioners in the 
commonwealth of pennsylvania. in addition, she was a found-
ing coeditor of the American Journal for Nurse Practitioners and  
a founder (and past president) of the american college of  
nurse practitioners.

most recently, Dean Dunbar-Jacob appointed nativio to 
lead another first—the school’s Doctor of nursing practice 
(Dnp) program. the Dnp is an alternative to the phD for 
nurses who plan to work in a clinical setting. 

nativio continues to answer questions about the expanded 
role of nurses and has testified before the state assembly as  
well as the u.s. congress. it’s a familiar role for a pioneer, and 
one nativio always has embraced. she has an office wall full 
of awards, testimony to her distinguished service. and, “i have 
the scars to prove i’ve earned the title of nurse practitioner 
pioneer,” she says. 

NUrSe edUCATor WorKS  
To AddreSS NUrSINg 
ShorTAge oN boTh SIdeS  
of The eqUATIoN

in her role as dean of health professions at Westmoreland 
county community college, Kathleen malloy (phD ’89, 
mned ’76, bsn ’71), rn, is working hard to draw students 
into health care at a time when shortages are nearing  
critical numbers. 

“as a nurse educator, i’m the first line of ensuring quality 
patient care,” she says. “if i do my job right, it leads to the 
continuum of nurses providing quality care,” says malloy, who 
also was appointed four years ago by pennsylvania governor ed 
rendell to cochair the pennsylvania center for health careers,  
a public-private partnership intended to address the shortage. 

the task is one that takes some patience, for as malloy 
points out, “it takes time for students to learn—to be able to 
put knowledge all together and then apply it. “teaching critical 
thinking is very difficult. Just because students are computer 
literate doesn’t mean they are critical thinkers.” 

malloy also contributes to a mentoring program for new 
faculty that is designed to help new nurse educators and other 
faculty adapt to their new roles as faculty. mentors assist new 
faculty in design and sequence objectives, matching course 
content to the students’ abilities and deciding on instructional 
design. the objectives help faculty members know where they 
are taking their students and set the basis for evaluations and 
competencies. 

“a good objective needs to be clear to the learner,” malloy 
says. “it doesn’t need to be fancy.” 

thanks to the rise in evidence-based practice, those objec-
tives keep changing too: “long gone are the days when we teach 
something just because that’s the way we learned,” she says. “if 
you are a professional, you need evidence.” 

“as a nurse educator, 
i’m the first line  
of ensuring quality 
patient care.”
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TAIWANeSe NUrSINg PIoNeer UrgeS  
STUdeNTS To KNoW The “reAl World”

ever sinCe she graduated as one of 
the first 19 students to earn a bsn 
from taiwan’s most prestigious national 
university, yu-mei yu chao has made 
a habit out of breaking ground in her 
chosen profession. 

the first taiwanese citizen to receive 
a doctorate in nursing, chao also is the 
first nurse to hold a high government 
position in taiwan, where she served as 
the deputy general manager of the bureau 
of national health insurance. she also 
became the first taiwanese health profes-
sional elected to the american institute 
of medicine of the national academy of 
sciences and the first nurse from taiwan 
to be elected to the board of Directors of 
the international council of nurses. 

today, she is the chair of the taiwan 
nursing accreditation council, a peer-
review organization established in 2006. 
she also serves as an adjunct research 

fellow with the national health research 
institutes of taiwan, an adjunct professor 
at national taiwan university, and a chair 
professor in the school of nursing at 
central taiwan polytechnic university. 

the daughter of a physician, chao 
was drawn to health care when she 
watched how her father took care of  
his patients. 

“the idea of helping people grew 
strong in my heart at a very early age,” says 
chao (mned ’67, phD ’79). 

her mother suggested that she follow 
her father into medicine, but chao had 
other plans: she felt nursing was her true 
calling and was a member of that first 
graduating class of 1960. 

that education helped her to suc-
cessfully compete for an international 
scholarship to study abroad, and she won 
full tuition to pursue an advanced degree 
at the university of pittsburgh school 

of nursing “at a time when the average 
taiwanese family would have no financial 
capability to support their member going 
abroad for advanced study.” 

in the pitt dormitories, chao met 
many other graduate students from a vari-
ety of countries. she recalls eating dinner 
with them and sharing her homesickness, 
as well as friendly gossip about classmates 
and teachers. 

“the best of it was that we were 
able to learn about the commonness and 
uniqueness of cultures in people from 
different societies and with different 
backgrounds,” she says.

When she returned to taiwan, she 
taught and sought out clinical experiences 
before returning to pitt in 1975 for  
her phD. 

“pitt’s education has prepared me 
to become down-to-earth, to establish 
and develop views and knowledge from a 
bottoms-up approach,” chao says. “this 
nursing-rooted training has been so help-
ful for me to become not only a system-
approach thinker, but also a strategic 
decision-maker in my entire career.” 

named a 2008 legacy laureate 
by the university of pittsburgh and 
honored as a Distinguished alumnus by 
the university of pittsburgh school of 
nursing, chao recommends that today’s 
nursing students bring “capability and 
flexibility,” as well as innovative strategies, 
into the rapidly changing health care 
system. 

“be sure that your nursing knowledge 
has a strong connection with the real 
world of nursing practices,” she says. 
“the experience to learn how to act and 
be an accountable professional … has 
been a very important quality which i 
have practiced and expected others to 
develop in my work.” 

“the idea of 
helping people 
grew strong in 
my heart at a 
very early age.”
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NUrSINg leAder helPS 
mAgNeT ProgrAm 
PromoTe exCelleNCe
a visionary nursing leader, 
patricia r. messmer has 
made a positive impact on the 
profession by demonstrating, 
through example, the relation-
ship of research to education 
and nursing practice.

for more than 20 years, 
messmer (phD ’88, bsn ’67), 
faan, has been interested 
in the american nurses 
credentialing center (ancc) 
magnet recognition program. 
the program recognizes 
health care organizations that 
provide excellent nursing care 
and uphold professional tradi-
tions. When messmer was the 
director of nursing research at 
mount sinai medical center 
in miami beach, fla.,she also 
served as the magnet project 
director and guided the center 
to magnet status. messmer 
became a magnet appraiser for 
the ancc magnet recogni-
tion, which is considered the 
standard for quality patient 
care. messmer continued to 
serve in this role when she 
became the nurse researcher 
for miami children’s hospital.

as messmer describes it, 
ancc evolved the role of the 
nurse researcher in a clinical 
setting and sees clinical need 
as the driving force behind 
nursing research. although the 
nurse’s program of research 

sometimes must move to 
the back burner in a clinical 
setting, the resulting research 
is more likely to have practical 
applications and can be more 
easily transferred to  
a real-world setting. 

about a year ago, 
messmer left miami to 
become the director of patient 
care services research at 
children’s mercy hospitals 
and clinics in Kansas 
city, mo. in that capacity, 
she oversees all research 
projects related to patient 
care for nurses, allied health 
professionals, social work-
ers, and pharmacists. one 
study involves neonatal 
unit patient simulation. 

“We’re going to look at 
building team collaboration 

the program recognizes 
health care organizations 
that provide excellent 
nursing care and uphold 
professional traditions. 

between  
nursing staff, 
nurse practitioners, 
the medical staff, 
and respiratory 
therapists,” she says. 

messmer also worked on 
an ambitious project designed 
to identify all 950+ american 
nurses foundation (anf) 
nursing research grant schol-
ars from the past 54 years. the 
charitable and philanthropic 
arm of the american nurses 
association (ana), anf sup-
ports ana’s work to promote 
the welfare and well-being of 
nurses, advance the nursing 
profession, and enhance public 
health. messmer, anf trea-
surer, initiated the project in 
2004 with the help of florida 
international university 

doctoral 
student craig 

phillips (anf 
grant recipient, 
currently an 

assistant professor at 
the university of british 
columbia) and margarete 
zalon, anf president. 

“looking at the list of 
scholars shows how anf 
funding enabled them to 
start and develop their own 
careers,” she says. “research 
conducted by anf scholars 
has advanced the profession 
by facilitating knowledge 
development across the broad 
spectrum of nursing.”
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the army as a first lieutenant 
stationed at Walter reed. 

after World War ii, may 
became the director of st. francis 

medical center school of nursing, 
but she steered her great-niece to her 
advanced degree alma mater.

When srsic-stoehr enrolled at 
pitt, she resided with “aunt vee” in 
pittsburgh’s highland park neighbor-
hood, and may was a supportive advocate 
for srsic-stoehr in her academic  
nursing pursuits. 

as a nursing educator, may worked 
in nursing education most of her entire 
career, and similarly, srsic-stoehr 
followed in those footsteps with particular 
focus on nursing professional develop-
ment and patient education. she then 
moved into various nursing administra-
tive positions to include chief nursing 
officer of brooke army medical center 
and the great plains regional medical 
command. When she retired from the 
army, srsic-stoehr worked first as a nurse 
executive at a rural hospital in central 
virginia before accepting a position at  
the Washington hospital center in 
Washington, D.c., as director of  
nursing excellence.

the title and role has evolved; srsic-
stoehr now is senior director for nursing 
evidence-based practice and quality. as 
such, she works with clinical specialists 
and clinical nurse specialists, educators, 
nursing staff, and interdisciplinary teams, 
helping them to apply evidence-based 
practices, develop clinical guidelines, and 
impact patient outcomes through patient 
safety and quality performance improve-
ments. as facilitator and coach for the 
nursing practice and research shared 
governance council, she has come full 
swing from her shared decision-making 
days at pitt and her early interests in 
linking research and clinical practice.

“our instructors at pitt taught 
us to be change agents in patient care 
and nursing practice,” she says. “now, 
evidence-based practice is how we make 
that change.”

fAmIly TrAdITIoN
AlUmNUS folloWS AUNT’S fooTSTePS To  
SChool of NUrSINg, mIlITAry ServICe

When kathleen srsiC-stoehr was a 
student at the school of nursing, she 
took care of a 4-year-old leukemia patient 

during one of her 
rotations. 

the child died, 
and even decades later, 
the impact of his loss 
stays with her. but so, 
too, does the memory 
of how her instructor 
took her to the hospital 
cafeteria and helped 

her talk through her grief. 
“that element of nursing—caring 

and compassion—that’s what the faculty 
demonstrated with us,” she says. 

throughout her 30-year career as an 
army nurse, srsic-stoehr (bsn ’72) lived 
the ethics she acquired at the university 
of pittsburgh. it was at pitt that the self-
described introvert learned to become 
an agent for change, a characteristic that 
stayed with her during her career, leading 
the push toward best practices in nursing 
care. srsic-stoehr was a class Keeper of 
the light and, during her last two years 
at pitt, served as president of the student 
nursing council where she took an active 
role in such initiatives as increasing 
student representation on various faculty 
and curriculum committees. as targeted 
learners of a new curriculum, students 
voiced opportunities for improvement 
to strengthen their clinical learning. 
the council also called for an end to 
the practice of wearing nursing caps, a 
practice that did not pass the tradition 
hallmark at the time. though it may seem 
like a relatively tame issue now, it was 
revolutionary then.

in the midst of srsic-stoehr’s 
freshman year, the school changed its 
curriculum. that move, plus the overall 
anti-establishment atmosphere of the 
vietnam era, “was really symbolic for us,” 
she recalls. it taught the students “how 
we could be advocates for change with 
patients and nursing excellence.”  

While stationed at Walter reed 
army medical center in Washington, 
D.c., srsic-stoehr noticed a high 
incidence of postoperative pneumonia 
and other complications related to an 
inconsistent approach to preoperative 
teaching and assisting patients postopera-
tively with deep breathing, coughing, and 
use of “blow bottles.” 

her department head learned of 
her interest and enabled srsic-stoehr to 
work with a nurse researcher who was 
conducting a study about preoperative 
teaching and postoperative outcomes. 
as a new graduate nurse, she actively 
combined clinical practice and research 
to include a coauthored journal article 
about the results of the study. she later 
pursued a focus on patient education in 
her graduate work and went on to develop 
Walter reed’s hospital-wide preoperative 
teaching program based on the work from 
the research study.

“i always had outstanding mentors 
and was selected for positions where there 
was opportunity to make changes. the 
army nurse corps provided experiences 
that built upon pitt’s foundation in leader-
ship for change,” she says.

the decision to enroll in the school 
of nursing was, in many ways, an easy 
one. srsic-stoehr’s great-aunt, victoria 
viola may (mlit ’54, bsned ’50),  
was an alumnus and also had served in  

l e A d e r S h I P
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the spirit of 
nursing!

sophomore nursing student 
mike nuzzo decided at an 
early age he wanted to make  
a difference. 

nuzzo started as a business 
major but switched to nursing, 
where he felt he could do more to 
help others. “nursing has so many 
opportunities and avenues to pursue, i 
knew i would never be bored and that  
i would be able to help people,” he says. 

the schedule of a nursing student can be 
grinding—with long hours spent studying and  
completing assignments as well as studying for 
exams. in addition to the rigorous full-time study 

required for the undergraduate nursing program, nuzzo spends up to 25 hours a 
week in his role as one of the two pitt panther mascots, roc, a role he will keep 
until graduation. the two mascots share responsibility for attending all home 
and away football games, as well as men’s and women’s home basketball games, to 
cheer on the teams and help to lift the spirits of the crowd. 

it can be a grinding schedule but, fortunately, nuzzo is skilled in setting 
priorities, an important quality for any nurse. and it is a job he really enjoys. in 
fact, nuzzo seems almost to have been born to this role—his parents both were 
pitt cheerleaders, and his mother, theresa nuzzo, has coached the pitt cheer-
leaders and dance team for the past 27 years. 

 “When i’m roc, i can forget what is going on in my life and focus on 
making people happy and laugh. i always try to be as upbeat and energetic as 
possible,” says nuzzo. “being able to make little children laugh and seeing the 
joy on their faces when they get to slap roc’s paw makes all the hard work and 
sacrifice worthwhile.” 

the mascot is required to attend numerous charity and community events 
such as light-up night, the great race, and the walk for autism, as well as other 
sporting events. it’s a demanding schedule, but nuzzo says it’s worth it. “at the 
louisville football game, i was able to make an autistic man laugh,” he says.  
“i’ll never forget the pure joy in his expression when he shook roc’s paw.” 

being a mascot is rewarding, but nuzzo doesn’t plan to make it a career. 
after graduation he hopes to work in an icu setting and then return to graduate 
school to become a nurse anesthetist. “being the mascot is an honor i take very 
seriously,” he says. “i hope the next person to put on the pitt panther costume 
and portray roc feels the same way my predecessors and i have.”

there are many ways to make a difference. nursing is one way. putting  
on a costume to make people laugh is another.

m i k e  n u z z os t u d e n t  l e a d e r s
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right time, right place, 
Right Skills

erin Zellem’s friend  

nanCy altsman had routine 

abdominal surgery. then the 

unthink able oCCurred. 

“my family and i were glad erin was able to  
take time from her busy class schedule to visit 
with us,” nancy says. “erin had been through 
the same surgery in 2007, so she was able to 

answer all my last-minute questions and calm my nerves.” 
the surgery went well and erin joined nancy in her room. While nancy’s 

family left briefly, erin stayed to talk. “being a nursing student i took full 
advantage of the opportunity to ask the nurses and doctors lots of questions,” she 
says. “thankfully, they were all very helpful and willing to explain to ‘the student’ 
what everything was for and why they were doing what they were doing.” one 
of erin’s first questions was why nancy wasn’t on a monitor and why she didn’t 
have a pulse oximeter on? the nurse said they had not been ordered and erin 
didn’t ask anything more about it. 

nancy kept pressing the little “magic button” (as she called it) on her 
morphine pump to control her pain and drifted in and out of sleep. after a 
while erin noticed nancy’s chest was not raising and lowering very much so she 
checked her respiratory rate and discovered it was only seven breaths per minute. 
“During clinicals the instructors told us to call a code if a patient’s respiratory 
rate was under 12 breaths a minute, so that’s what i did,” erin says. “i knew i 
didn’t look much like a credible professional dressed in a hoodie and sweats, and 
i wasn’t sure the codes were the same as in the hospital where i was performing 
my clinicals, but i ran out of nancy’s room calling, ‘condition c!’” 

erin’s training kicked in, enabling her to remain calm as she answered 
questions for the doctors and nurses who responded to the code. by then, 
nancy’s respiratory rate had dropped to a three, and one of the residents called 
for narcan®. “We had just learned about this medication, so i knew it indicated 
there was too much morphine in nancy’s system,” erin says. nancy became alert 
very quickly after the narcan was administered. “While i hated to see my friend 
back in pain, i was relieved to see she was breathing normally again!” 

nancy didn’t comprehend how serious the situation was at the time, but 
looking back she realizes, “erin’s observation skills, intuitiveness, and persistence 
played a large part in my well-being,” she says. “her training, her passion for 
others, and her attention to detail will make erin an extremely gifted nurse.”

erin doesn’t feel like she did anything out of the ordinary. “anyone in the 
pitt nursing program would have been able to do the same,” she says. “i’m just 
glad i was able to help my friend—that god had me in the right place at the right 
time, with training that prepared me to feel confident enough to speak up.” 

it may not seem like much to erin but it does to nancy. “i’m so grateful erin 
was there when i needed her,” she says. “i honestly believe she saved my life!”

student nursing 
in cambodia
kristen shubert (msn ’08) went to cambodia 
with health volunteers overseas and worked as 
a student nurse anesthetist at angkor hospital 
for children. her role there was to help assess 
the teaching and evaluation abilities of the 
nurse anesthetists there. 

“i worked one on one with the nurse 
anesthetists in the operating room and minor 
procedure rooms and learned their anesthetic 
techniques,” she says. “the nurse anesthetists  
at angkor hospital for children have an 
excellent knowledge of anatomy and techniques 
to control pain in specific areas of the body.” 
as a student, shubert gave the anesthetists the 
opportunity to practice their teaching skills 
and strategies for educating anesthetists in 
cambodia. they then received feedback on 
their teaching from richard henker, phD, 
(msn ’02), rn, associate professor and vice 
chair in the Department of acute and tertiary 
care, shubert’s instructor who was also on  
the trip. 

“i enjoyed this experience very much,” she 
says. “i was exposed to excellent information in 
anesthetic management for pediatric patients 
and learned new techniques and approaches 
that are not seen in the united states.”

on the practical side, shubert notes, “the 
living conditions were very good. the hotel 
was clean, close to the hospital, affordable, and 
the staff was very nice and helpful.” shubert 
appreciated the abundance of good restaurants 
within walking distance, plenty of opportuni-
ties for sightseeing and shopping, and easily 
accessible transportation.

“as much as i enjoyed my time in the 
hospital working with the staff and patients,  
i think my visit to the temples at angkor Wat 
will be the most memorable part of the trip.”

s t u d e n t  l e a d e r s e r i n  z e l l e m ,  k r i s t e n  s h u b e r t

erin Zellem (right) with her friend Nancy Altsman 
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cameos of caring® 
program and awards gala

cameos of caring

the universit y of pittsburgh school of 
nursing has honored 423 nurses with the 
prestigious cameos of caring® award since 
the program began in 1999. this year, 20 
cameos of caring awardees are graduates  
of the university of pittsburgh: 

Leah Abbott (bsn ’06)

Lisa Marie Bernardo, phD,  
(mph ’00), rn

Cheryl A. Carr, msn, (bsn ’96)

Connie Coble-Roe (msn ’96, bsn ’93)

Sandy Daisley, msn, (bsn ’92)

Kevin Eklund (bsn ’89)

Elisabeth L. George (phD ’99, msn ’83)

Karen E. Grove (msn ’88)

Valerie Michele Howard (edD ’07,  
msn ’95)

Mary Therese Hurley (msn ’95,  
bsn ’85)

Cheryl Renker Jacobson (msn ’89)

Diane Jaynes (bsn ’03)

Regina McCollum (bsn ’95, basW ’83)

Janice Nash (msn ’91)

Lori Prendergast (bsn ’99)

Beth A. Reedy (bsn ’88)

Patricia Koren Robinson (mn ’79,  
bsn ’76)

Lynn Coletta Simko, phD, (msn ’90, 
mph ’82)

Curt Tucker (bsn ’07)

Lauren Weidle (bsn ’06)

visit our Web site at www.nursing.pitt.edu/
cameos for more information about the  
cameos of caring awards program or to read 
profiles of some of these pitt awardees. 

a caMeos of 
caring® first
When leah a. abbott (bSN ’06) 
was selected as Allegheny general 
hospital (Agh)’s 2008 Cameos of 
Caring awardee, she made history! 
her mother, marie geubtner,  
represented Agh as its first 
Cameos of Caring awardee in 1999, 
thus making marie and leah the 
first mother-daughter awardees  
since the program’s inception. marie is the nursing coordinator in Agh’s department 
of neurosurgery, while leah works in the trauma/surgical intensive care unit. 

left: Kevin eklund and lisa bernardo, educator awardee 
from the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing;  
Above: dean Jacqueline dunbar-Jacob (center)  
with Associate deans Susan Albrecht (left) and  
helen burns (right)

a speCial thanks to the e vent sponsors:

mother-daughter Cameos of Caring awardees: leah Abbott (right)  
and marie geubtner (left)

center for organ recovery and 
education

integrated voice solutions

Jewish healthcare foundation

Johnson & Johnson

stat staffing medical services, inc.

university of pittsburgh medical center 
(upmc) 

e r i n  z e l l e m ,  k r i s t e n  s h u b e r t
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D e v e l o P M e n t  n e w s

meet the new 
Director of 
Development

JaniCe a. devine has 
joined the university 
of pittsburgh school of 
nursing as director of 
development. Devine 
worked at the Western 
pennsylvania hospital 
for the past 12 years, 
most recently as direc-
tor of annual giving 

and special events at West penn hospital 
foundation, where she was responsible 
for planning, designing, and implement-
ing all foundation annual giving, events, 
and special projects. 

“i am very excited and proud to 
become part of the pitt family. the 
school’s prestigious reputation continues 
to attract prominent students and faculty 
who, through their dedication and hard 
work, have helped the school of nursing 
grow into a world-class institution,” says 
Devine. “i look forward to meeting with 
faculty, alumni, and current students 
to learn as much about the school as 
possible so i can share their passion and 
help provide resources through which the 
school can continue to flourish.”

insurance as a  
charitable gift

When alumni and friends of the school 
of nursing are considering how to 
maximize a potential charitable gift, 
there are a variety of assets that should 
be considered. this issue will focus on 
charitable gifts using life insurance.  
look for highlights about other chari-
table giving vehicles in the coming issues  
of Pitt Nurse.

life insurance is an excellent tool 
for making a charitable gift, because it 
can amplify the benefit of a gift that is 
considerably more than the cost of the  
gift to the donor.

annual donors in particular may be 
interested in considering this opportu-
nity. if a 50-year-old commits to giving 
$5,000 annually for 10 years, the $50,000 
total can be leveraged into a $360,000 
gift. for a couple, a second-to-die or 
survivor life policy would provide the 
school with an $800,000 gift with the 
same annual commitment.

there are a number of other ways to 
include life insurance as a charitable gift. 
first, there is the assignation of a personal 
life insurance policy to the school. this 
allows an immediate income tax deduc-
tion to the donor. or, an individual can 
also name the school as the primary or 
contingent beneficiary of a life insurance 
policy. While this method does not yield 
an immediate income tax deduction, it 
will result in a federal estate tax deduc-
tion for the full amount of the proceeds 
payable to the school. 

by coupling estate planning tech-
niques, you can increase the ultimate size 
of a gift. Donating appreciated capital 
gain property such as stocks or real estate 
to the school, a donor can avoid the 

capital gains tax and receive a deduction 
for full-market value (with some excep-
tions). then the cash proceeds can be 
used to fund a life insurance policy to 
provide even more leverage and, thereby, 
an even larger gift.

finally, a popular way to use life 
insurance in charitable planning is 
through a “wealth replacement” trust. 
here, a charitable remainder trust can be 
established and a portion of the income 
can be used to purchase a life insurance 
policy. insurance can be purchased that 
will replace a portion of the property 
passing to the charity, or all of the 
property within the charitable remainder 
trust can be replaced. because the life 
insurance policy is owned by the trust, the 
proceeds of the policy will generally not 
be subject to estate taxes.

as always, consulting with your attor-
ney or financial planner is recommended 
to ensure your individual plan makes the 
most sense for you. 

lIfe INSUrANCe IS AN 

exCelleNT Tool for 

mAKINg A ChArITAble gIfT, 

beCAUSe IT CAN AmPlIfy 

The beNefIT of A gIfT ThAT 

IS CoNSIderAbly more 

ThAN The CoST of The  

gIfT To The doNor.
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honor roll of Donors 2007–08

the school of nursing is deeply 
grateful to the following individuals 
and organizations who have pro-
vided their support and friendship. 
this list reflects donations from July 
2007 to June 2008. names, titles, 
and degree information reflect each 
individual’s “preferred” salutation 
in our records. for further informa-
tion or to provide any corrections 
or omissions to this list, please 
contact Janice a. Devine, director of 
development, at 412-624-7541 or via 
e-mail at jad154@pitt.edu.

+ denotes current member of the  
Pitt Alumni Association

* denotes gifts with matching funds 

individuals $5,000 and over
estate of Corrine m. barnes

Kathryn may Conway, ’49 and  
John W. Conway

William John Cully, CAS ’49 +

rita l. doll, ’56, ’60 +

lucie S. young Kelly, Phd, ’47, ’57;  
edU ’65

estate of edwin b. mcKinney

Jeanne W. orr, ’50, ’61 +

Wesley C. Pickard, eNg ’61 +

Janet Porter

glenwood C. Scott

estate of evelyn b. Shields

evelyn b. Shields, ’41

Sallie Zoerb, ’47 + 

individuals $1,000–$4,999
Susan Ann Albrecht, Phd, ’75, ’78;  
edU ’81 and John A. Albrecht +

Cynthia elizabeth Allshouse, KgSb ’99 
and T. Jeffrey Allshouse *

virginia A. Campbell, edU ’58

rose eva bana Constantino,  
Phd, ’71, ’79 +

mary Purdy Cook, ’54

barbara Wheeler davies and  

randy Arlen davies

Jacqueline dunbar-Jacob, Phd

Sandra Joyce engberg, Phd, ’87, ’93 
and richard Allen engberg, CgS ’75

Audrey hillman fisher

J. roger glunt, KgSb ’60 and  
lee glunt +

davina J. gosnell, Phd, ’67

elizabeth l. graham, Phd, ’68, ’70;  
edU ’80 +

Jack b. hill, md, med ’57 and  
margaret m. hill

leslie A. hoffman, Phd, edU ’79

rebecca Webster hudson, ’63 and 
floyd e. hudson *

A. Alice Kindling, ’64, ’66; gSPh ’84 +

ralph edward lattanzio, CAS ’76 *

Thomas h. miller

Karen miner and Stephen J. miner

ruth Ann morgan, edU ’52

mary r. Schubert and richard J. 
Schubert

Angela Simon Staab, ’65, ’72 and 
Thomas robert Staab, KgSb ’64;  
KgSb ’66 *

estate of frances l. Steward

Nancy l. Stuever, ’78 and A. lawrence 
Stuever

debra Newmeyer Thompson, ’77, ’81 
and John W. Thompson

Susan A. Ware

dr. gail A. Wolf and dr. Charles h. Wolf 

individuals $500–$999
deanna r. Alko, ’96, ’05

Phyllis fay Armstrong, ’53 and  
david J. Armstrong, CAS ’52 +

Kimberly bauer, ’06 and  
richard W. bauer, ’05 +

Walter e. brown Jr.

Kathryn bryson, edU ’68 and michael 
Allan bryson, CAS ’68 +

helen Kissell burns, Phd, ’81,’ 93 and 
gerald r. burns

John henry Campbell, KgSb ’50 +

michael J. Cebula, ’03, ’06

Annette J. devito-dabbs, Phd, ’03

marie geubtner

marie Smith houston, Phd, ’61; edU ’86 

martha lee Kuhns, Phd, ’84, ’93

James vachon Kunkel, md, CAS ’77; 
med ’82 +

Scott m. lammie

Janice Scully dorman, Phd, AS ’75; 
gSPh ’81; gSPh ’83 and ronald edward 
laPorte, Phd, fAS ’74; fAS ’76; gS

Alison elizabeth marinak, ’97, ’02 +

Patricia mcquade mego, ’82

Joy marie Peters, KgSb ’96

Katherine y. Peterson, ’92

Cheryl l. Porter

Kathryn mcKavish Puskar, drPh, mN, 
’71; gSPh ’78; gSPh ’81

Thomas f. rafferty, KgSb ’48;  
KgSb ’49 +

dorothy b. Sheahan

Peter C. Sit

roseanna Spizzirri, ’72 +

Kyeongra yang, Phd,mPh, rN

William Zwiers, ’04 

individuals $100–$499
richard e. Abrera

Kurt Adams

Sally behler Adams, ’78

denise Chamberlain Addis, ’94

barbara J. Adelson and  
dr. P. david Adelson

Alice heiple Ahlfeld, ’65

Nancy Sherlock Anderson, Phd, ’63, 
’67; edU ’87 +

Alexandra Czernecki Aramini, ’73 +

rhona S. Arbit, ’80 +

betty Jane Arnoldt, ’00

margaret S. Austin, ’54 +

Andrea Joy backers, ’91

Amy lynn baker, ’03, ’06

frances Powell bakewell, ’54 and 
frank S. bakewell Jr., md +

Suzanne laughrey ballard, ’52

John robert baltich, ’00 +

Susan elizabeth bare, ’94 +

Tara e. barnhart, ’77 and  
Christopher W. barnhart +

bryan louis barshick, ’94 +

Carl r. bauer

gerene Sue bauldoff, Phd, ’93, ’01 +

michael beach, ’01, ’02

mary lou beck, ’78 +

valerie mechelle bell, ’86, ’91 +

Catherine marie bender, Phd, ’79, ’94

diane Schleyer berkowitz, ’99

mary Jane bernier, Phd, ’93 +

louise hartzfeld bierer, ’58 +

Jean lockhart blair, ’56, ’76

Joan margaret blasinsky, ’96 +

lynne fowler blatt

Alice maus blazeck, ’75

Patricia Ann bohachick, Phd, ’67,  
’70, ’81 +

marilyn hood bohn, ’55

Anne Urban bonner, ’80

Judith Kuhlman boyko, ’67

Joann Switala bralich, PIA ’87 and 
richard A. bralich, KgSb ’91

betty J. braxter, Phd, ’03

edward J. breiner

barbara Taylor brennan, ’84 and 
Thomas Joseph brennan Jr., CgS ’83

Terry J. brewer, ’94

Joan e. britten

Suzanne o. brody, ’80

April d. bruce

Charlene A. buchanan, ’01

Patricia Tompkins buchovecky, ’75, 
’81 and Kalman edward buchovecky, 
eNg ’62

Julie marie budinger, ’96

rebecca Sheffey bumsted, ’64

Amelia mary bunder, ’50; SoC WK ’57

Constance fulgenzi buran, ’85

lora e. burke, Phd, ’97; gSPh ’98 +

mary gwynne burrow, ’59 and  
Paul d. burrow
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vincent P. Calabrese

boyd Campbell

linda Campbell, rN, rNP, ’60

Tama meledandri Carey, ’77 +

leah mae S. Carlisle, ’66

donna dvorsky Caruthers, Phd, ’78, ’82, 
’05 and William franklin Caruthers II, 
esquire, lAW ’80 +

dr. gayle Ziegler Casterline, ’83, ’86

roland S. Catarinella

dr. denise C. Charron-Prochownik

Peng Chen

frank N. Cicco

eric h. Cipcic, ’06

dr. Susan Cohen

douglas r. Coldwell

Carolyn hocker Cooper, ’68

Karen l. Courtney

Anne lipps Crawford, ’78

Susan rae Culbertson, ’57

Patricia Ann Cuthbert, ’68; edU ’72, ’82 +

mildred l. Czar, ’50, ’57 +

Kathleen yourish Czekaj, ’75

Jennifer lynn dablock, ’99

douglas r. dascenzo

marilyn brickner davies, Phd, ’70, ’77; 
gSPh ’85 and William r. C. davies,  
CgS ’72; KgSb ’75

dr. Alice Calabria davis, ’73, ’84 +

beverly Ann davis, ’70

dale C. davis, ’93 +

Ann davisson, ’67

Jason dechant, Phd, CAS ’94; fAS ’96

Susan Penman decker, ’81 and  
dr. richard l. decker 

richard J. S. del Signore, CAS ’54

Ann m. dietrick, ’05 +

Susan Jaditz dixon, ’70 + 

maria groethe donohue, ’92 and  
bryan C. donohue, md

barbara louise doring, hrP ’81

martin W. dowling

dr. Karen N. drenkard

Constance Notopoulos drenning, ’65 and 
richard P. drenning

darlene Ann dubay, edU ’74, ’85, ’91

margaret S. dubuque, ’64

laure lestinsky dudley, ’79 +

martha A. duncan, ’94

brent Alan dunworth, ’96, ’99 +

bonita Keaveny dupre-rios, ’03

James J. duratz

dr. Judith mary dzyak, ’73 +

Jeanne Turner earley, ’67 and  
dr. William h. earley

barbara mcCormack eisenhart, bSN, 
mSN, ’68

Carol Ann deemer elsesser, ’75;  
ShrS ’98 and James elsesser

Anne m. emanuel

debra Jean engel, ’80 and gregory 
Scott engel, md, med ’86 +

barbara hootman ensor, ’59 +

don dewayne enyart, ’95

margaret brackin ewalt, ’56 +

betty e. falk, rN, bSN, ’48 and edward 
Charles falk, md, CAS ’39; med ’43

Phyllis hamparian farson, ’82

martha fay fellers, ’64 and  
Albert C. fellers

Jennifer Whitehurst fellows, KgSb ’04 
and martin fellows *

dr. Terri elizabeth Weaver, ’73 and 
bruce fiedler

mariann meholic fisher, ’67

ronald g. fittro Jr., ’90, ’92

marcia Nelson fix, ’58, ’61 +

dale francis fleck, ’00

michelle Josiane Pfenninger, ’02 and 
brendan flynn

linda margaret fowler, drPh, ’83;  
gSPh ’86; gSPh ’97 +

michael d. gaber, KgSb ’00

marybeth gallagher, ’80

Patricia rae galsky, ’77

rhonda backers garrett, ’75

dr. lynn george, ’90 +

lorita falvo gerard, ’68, ’73; gSPh ’75 + 

Karen l. ghrist, ’95, ’06 +

denis Alan glunt, CAS ’67

marie gnus, ’48, ’52, ’70

Shai goel, ’06

david gormsen

June riffle grace, ’55 and  
lloyd f. grace

Janet laura grady, drPh, edU ’74, ’89; 
gSPh ’00

george C. grant, Phd, lIS ’81 and 
deborah d. grant

Carrie Wolfe and mark greenwood

barbara bunton griener, ’69

mary bergan grossett, ’59

viola gaydos halpin, ’52

rebekah Jean hamilton

margaret Susan hannan, Phd, ’01, ’07 +

dr. mary elizabeth happ

Troy Philip haupt, ’95

barbara Asche haynes, Phd, ’67;  
edU ’85 and donald f. haynes

brooke hebert, ’03, ’07

donald J. heiple

Charlotte m. heller

roberta g. heller, ’67 +

dr. richard A. henker, ’02 +

Cheryl Klein herrington, ’77 +

Joan e. heyson, ’80

Stacie f. hitt, Phd, ’98

robert T. hoffman, KgSb ’04 and  
Jaime m. hoffman

rebecca leigh hoffman and  
W. benjamin hoffman

linda Susan holden, ’74, ’87

Joann louise holt, ’67, ’68

beverly lois horn, ’73

margaret J. howe, ’58 +

marilyn T. hravnak, Phd, ’83, ’00 and 
Paul f. hravnak, eNg ’80; KgSb ’90; 
CgS ’06 

barbara foster huff, ’78 and  
James r. huff II +

donna Schutz humes, ’64, ’67

Jean lewis huston, ’51

Susan harvan Imam, ’75 +

ruth e. Inkpen

Cynthia Ann Intihar-hogue, rN, bSN, 
CCm, ’94

eileen Jamison, ’57 +

brandi f. Jefferson, ’02, ’06

Jim h. Jenkins

richard Curtis Jennewine, eNg ’62;  
KgSb ’66

gwendolyn l. Johnson, ’73, ’79 +

Janice davis Johnston, ’74 and  
dr. dale e. Johnston, CAS ’72; fAS ’75

Christine ravasio Jones, ’72

John W. Jones III, ’99, ’01

Tricia frack Jordan, ’93, ’98 and  
oliver r. Jordan, ’93, ’98

henry T. Joyce, ’02, ’04

laura Juran, ’72

michael J. Kalinowski

Irene Kane, Phd, CAS ’74, ’80; edU ’07 
and Kevin m. Kane, md

Annette marie Karahuta, ’80 +

Abigail debra Kaufer, ’01, ’06

dr. mary louise Keller, ’75, ’79 and 
donald harry Keller, edU ’84 +

lana K. Kelley

linda Susan Kenwood, ’72

Judith Keppel, ’84 +

elizabeth h. Keresey

William m. Keresey III

mary Ann Kestner, ’73 +

mary A. Kier

Julius mulwa munyoki Kitutu, Phd,  
edU ’97; edU ’99; edU ’02

Karen mohan Klein, ’76 and  
robert A. Klein Jr.

marcia Peterson Klepac, ’67 and  
glenn edward Klepac, lAW ’70 *

leigh A. Kloss, ’76

Terri e. Koehler, ’83

marcie marie Kolick, ’94

loretta Piazza lang, edU ’61 and 
Joseph h. lang, KgSb ’60

Nicholas Charles laudato Jr., Phd, 
edU ’75 +

Pauline marie law, ’88 +

maria laykish, ’06

dorothy A. lee, ’73

heeyoung lee

Kapo l. lew

C. vanetta lewis, ’71

Karen Stegman lilli, ’73 and  
robert harry lilli, md, hrP ’73

e. gay lindsay, ’58 +

Kimberly Woodcock littell, ’83 and 
frederick h. littell

mary lee Zurich long, ’73, ’02 +

darlene Averell lovasik, ’82 and 
vernon Andrew lovasik, dmd, CAS ’76; 
deN ’91

Jason S. lowe, ’94 +

lisa lowry, ’07

dr. vicki Ann lucas, ’77, ’79
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dr. Kathleen T. lucke

Ann e. maiolo, ’82 +

Janice Carol maker, SoC WK ’85

Cara m. malcotti, ’05

Alice Jean maloney, ’73 +

miss lois e. mansfield, ’45 +

Karen J. maresch, ’91, ’95 +

Sheryl b. marquez, ’73 and  
J. m. marquez Jr., md

Susan bitner mars, ’64

rita m. marsh, ’03, ’06 and  
Kenneth James marsh, gre ’87 +

Janice m. marshall, ’97

hilary Stone martin, ’78 and  
dennis Stevens martin, CAS ’78 +

e. Jane martin, Phd, ’73; edU ’79 +

evalyn mae martin, ’62 +

donna S. martsolf, Phd, ’91

melissa lynne mastorovich, ’88 +

diane mcdermott mathews, ’72 +

bettina A. dixon, ’93 and Jon f. mazur

Kerry J. mcCarthy

Kerry James mcCarty, ’93, ’95 +

donna bell mcClure, edU ’62 and 
Thomas david mcClure, md, CAS ’61; 
med ’65 +

Constance S. mcCormick, gSPh ’85

dorothy Ceyrolles mcelwee, ’79 and 
John francis mcelwee Jr., eNg ’80

Kathryn evans mcgeary, ’52

lisa marie mcKibban, ’89

Kathleen mary mcKool, ’72

Jean mclaughlin, ’56 and  
John N. mclaughlin

mary Alice mclaughlin, ’88

Tammy meckley and Scott meckley

Joann helen megonnell, ’80 +

Albert mendicino

Cydney Afriat menihan, ’73 +

ethel Joan michael, ’68 +

margaret virginia michele, ’62, ’66 +

John v. milantoni, CAS ’60 +

elise m. miller, ’67 and ernest george 
miller, CAS ’65

Jacqueline lynn miller, ’95, ’04

linda Naylor miller, ’84 +

Amy d. miller, ’73 and William Tracy 
miller, KgSb ’75 +

Alexander m. minno, md, CAS ’43;  

med ’47 and frances minno, esquire 

James C. mitchell

dr. Jemelene Chastain moore, ’68 +

leona olander moore, ’45

Kristen morgan and david morgan

Jeffrey r. morgan

deborah lee morgan and  
richard J. morgan

bryan morreale, Phd, eNg ’99; eNg ’02; 
eNg ’06

James r. moyles

ruth mrozek, ’64, ’70 + 

Joan marie murray, ’95

elizabeth louise muse, ’78

m. Judith musial, ’73 +

denise Custer myers, rN, ’73

ronna eisner Nagin, ’74 +

Christine Napier, ’87, ’92 and  
Steven Napier

donna grace Nativio, Phd, ’64;  
gSPh ’67; edU ’86 +

Jacquelyn m. Nelson, ’91

Kristen e. Nesser, ’01

brigette mularkey Niesen, ’81

raymond d. Nietupski

Arthur lee Noonan, CAS ’75 and  
dr. lucille Terry Northcutt

lois gregory Norton, ’54

michelle l. Noschese, ’96 and  
edward A. Noschese, ’96 +

Ivan J. Novick, CAS ’49 and  
mary b. Novick +

Phyllis A. bergent o’block, ’49 +

marilyn Zrust, ’79, ’89 and  
Timothy Charles o’Connor, CgS ’87 

John o’donnell

margaret lee oleary, ’82, ’89

harriett h. olson, ’61, ’76 +

virginia C. oyler, ’00 +

louis J. Pace, ’94

elaine louise Patalski, ’81, ’88

Thelma e. Patrick, Phd, ’91 +

Scott e. Pearson, ’98, ’05 +

Amy bettencourt Pelkey, ’04 and  
brian Pelkey, ’04

doris Sherman Petrosky, ’50 +

Cheryl Tilley Petursson, ’75, ’80 and 
Sigurdur r. Petursson, md

e. michael Phillips, ’03 +

regina harriet Phillips, Phd, ’67;  
edU ’77 +

Cheryl Armstrong Pittman, ’85

myrna dible Porter, ’48

robert barry Powell, ’71

Kimberly f. Power, ’86 +

Katherine greco Pyros, ’88, ’91

Susan ratliff rauch, ’78

Jeanne griffith reed, ’43 +

Cynthia Krieder reighard, ’74 +

dr. lynn f. reinke, ’90

victoria l. rich, Phd, ’84, ’91 and 
Alexander r. rich, Phd

eleanor bash richter, rN, bSN, ’55

marsha lutes roche, CAS ’76 +

Nancy galley roderick, ’66

mary Nicholson romero, ’56 +

margaret quinn rosenzweig, Phd,  
’86, ’01 and michael howard 
rosenzweig, esquire, CAS ’81;  
lAW ’84 +

Cynthia l. roth, ’81 +

dr. Nancy lloyd rothman, ’64

ellen b. rudy, Phd

miss maureen rusnock, ’67, ’72

marion long russell, ’55

Nancy rishel rymut, ’74

dorothy lois Sabolsice, ’53

dr. Susan bakewell Sachs, ’79 and 
Jonathan r. Sachs

daniel J. Saffer

Joanne gorenflo Samuels, ’57;  
gSPh ’64

Col. Patricia hunter Saulsbery, ’75 and 
Thomas bernard Saulsbery, CAS ’75 + 

grace Ammannito Scarsellato, ’59;  
edU ’70 and John N. Scarsellato, md *

dr. elizabeth A. Schlenk

laura K. Schubert

elayne marie Schweikert, ’94, ’95

Joy Thomas Seder, ’81 +

esther frances Seeley, ’69

Sharon henderson Seligson, ’68

Sandra A. Sell, ’88 and david m. Sell +

vincent Albert Petrelli, eNg ’82;  
eNg ’88 and dr. Susan m. Sereika

Janet lea Shade, ’73

ethel lawyer Shaw, ’42 +

Judith d. Shepherd and  
John W. Shepherd

Paula riess Sherwood

luda C. Shields, ’55 +

Natalie diehl Shriver, ’75 +

marlene lucille Sienicki, ’96 +

dr. Joseph Sincavage

Patricia vollmer Slingwine, ’72 and 
William richard Slingwine, eNg ’73 *

Jennifer Abele Smith, ’72 +

Karl Jay Smith, CAS ’70 +

mary Snyder Smith, ’64, ’67

dr. Shirley Ann Powe Smith, ’59, ’79 
and robert Preston Smith, ddS,  
CAS ’55; deN ’60

mary Catherine Smolenski, ’72

mary lou Snodgrass and  
dr. W. homer Snodgrass

linda S. Solecki

Charlotte mae Spicher, Phd, ’63, ’75

linda Jean Spizzirri, ’75

Teresa Stackhouse, ’06 +

diane dalton Stajduhar, ’80 and  
Karl Conrad Stajduhar, md, CAS ’79; 
med ’83 +

Amber latta Stanko, rN, mN, ’73, ’80 
and michael Stanko

beverly Amanda Steinert, ’48 +

lucy elwood Stetter, ’51 +

Judy Ann Stevenson, ’95

mae Cook Stewart, ’60

Carol S. Stilley, Phd, edU ’92; edU ’97

doris m. Stitely, ’68, ’71

John Christian Strollo, ’98 +

elizabeth Phelps Sukarochana, ’57 +

matthew g. Sulecki

Kathryn Sweeney

marguerite f. Tamasy, Phd, rN, ’79 +

Judith A. Tate, ’91

mary m. Taylor and William T. Taylor

Susan r. Terlingo-Saxon, ’83 +

esther mae Tesh, ’71

erin S. Teskey, ’04 and William bryce 
Teskey, ’98, ’02 +

Catherine hilaire Thompson, mS, rN, 
IbClC, ’63

Anita lacava Thorne, ’57, ’64 +

denise hirsch Tola, ’91
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Patricia K. Tuite, ’85, ’92 +

david J. Tunney

Nancy Ullrich-monro, ’64

James g. Underwood, ’04

Alexander Simon vujan Jr., md, med ’74

Wendy lucille Weaver, ’93, ’95 +

dr. Scott Weber

valerie bobbin Wengler, ’89 and 
Timothy Wengler

Charles e. Weston

beth A. White, ’05

Christine l. White, ’65

Janet e. White, ’92 and richard J. 
White +

Allison l. White, ’93 and Thomas 
Patrick White Iv, CAS ’93 *

Jean Pitzer Wiant, ’55 +

Nancy r. Adams Wieker, ’66

mark Wilden

Kristen fernandez, md, ’89 and 
Christopher l. Wilhelm, esquire,  
CAS ’92 +

dr. mary elizabeth Peterson  
Wilkins, ’83 +

dr. Nancy Jo Wilson, ’76

ruby l. Wilson, rN, edd, ’54

Patricia maloney Wolpert, ’76

Joanne Patterson Woodruff, ’86

eric A. Wrenn, ’04

margaret Wehar yakin, ’89 and  
david yakin, md

Joan m. yoder, ’78

Christopher r. young

merriam elizabeth young, ’98 +

Kathryn Shearer Zini, ’77 and  
Aldo Zini, eN ’75 +

deborah Ann Zipay, KgSb ’89 * 

individuals $99 and under
Sara barley Aalto, ’67

monretta davis Aarons, ’59 and  
robert T. Aarons, Phd, SoC WK ’60; 
gSPh ’76; edU ’78

henry l. Ablauf +

bette Callahan Acker, ’46

Patricia Porter Adams, ’83

ronald mark Adamski

Patricia Wehrheim Affe, ’70 +

richard S. Albright

lyn rene Alexander, ’99 +

Sheila Alexander, Phd, ’89, ’04 +

Annette m. Altman, ’95 and  
Kenneth r. Altman, CAS ’92

rose marie Alvin, Phd, ’86

Peggy Walter Anderson, CAS ’70 and 
Jack r. Anderson, CAS ’70 +

Jacqueline r. gavin Anderson, ’89

Julia lee Anderson, ’92

dwight l. Andrews

Angela Jacobi, rN, mN, IbCl, ’77 and 
burleigh Paul Angle, edU ’72

linda mcbride Antes, ’79 and  
Paul h. Antes

mary C. Augustine, ’91

margaret Stanley Austin, ’77

ruth Z. bachman, PNP, ’70 +

marcia d. bagamery

Camille brisini bagnato, ’67, ’75

Sherry l. baird, CAS ’75 +

barbara A. baker, ’73

mark robert baker, dmd, deN ’83

mary dolbear banks, ’65

Chryssoula barbas and John barbas

Patricia A. barbas, A&S ’05; edU ’06 +

Philip J. bargione

helen v. barkley

Janet A. barlett

eleanore barovitch, ’68 +

mildred maxine barricklow, ’71

dale r. bartholomew

Carolyn Whitehill baxter, ’61 and 
James robert baxter, ddS, deN ’61 +

Angela S. bayless, ’78 +

Kim Komaromy beam, ’78

Carolyn elaine bechtold, ’82

Tekla Wiehn beeby, ’64

darla Kuhel beers, ’83

frederick forrest beers, CAS ’82

Karen beese and michael J. beese

dorean latecia behney, ’95 +

Sandra l. bell, CgS ’05 and  
glenn K. bell

margaret Wilson bellak, ’73 and  
John Allen bellak, eNg ’66

Kathleen mary bellis, ’85

Carolyn boag belz, ’65, ’80

elizabeth michlovic benedum,  
’68, ’85 +

Susan e. benn

michelle bergman

dr. lisa marie bernardo, gSPh ’00

george m. bernier Jr., md

mary ellen grassman bernstein, ’87

margaret Ann Steele berry, ’50

mary Joan bilcheck, ’54

elizabeth Seely black, ’49

eva Tansky blum, esquire, CAS ’70; 
lAW ’73 +

eileen Chasens blumenfeld, dSN

ruth riddle boatman, ’61 and  
Jack d. boatman

Sherry moskowitz boberman, ’81

michelle renee bodziak, ’84

betty Jane fox boggio, ’57

Julia m. bohinski, ’07 +

rosemary bolinger, CAS ’76, ’08

rose marie querio bologna, ’62

Sharon K. bonavoglia and  
Arthur e. bonavoglia

barbara Ann bonenberger, ’75, ’79

Jeanne radzwill bonidy, ’77

A. denise gordon bordlemay, ’69

Paul robert borman, CAS ’65; fAS ’68

lorraine borrell, JhN ’01, ’02, ’04

lenora Altvater borucki, ’76, ’05

bernard g. borum, ’94, ’06

michael J. bosaczyk

Carol Ann bostjanick, ’67

lynda b. boulay

diane elizabeth bowen, ’93

Adele fierst bowman, CAS ’52, ’54

beverly Taylor boyd, ’67, ’69

June P. boyles, ’64

lois greenfield boyles, ’79

elaine bozza, ’05

martin f. bradley

debra rizzo brady, Phd, ’74, ’81 and 
martin John brady, CAS ’75; fAS ’80 +

Janice braunegg brandeburg, ’74, ’78 
and Stephen J. brandeburg Jr.

Kathleen lovell bratby, ’70 and  
f. roger bratby +

ruth Ann Crawford brawdy, ’61

lillian Jossi brenner, ’48

Jennifer Streb brezger, ’79

mychele becer brickner, ’73 and 
robert harry brickner, eNg ’70

dr. martha Wingerd bristor, ’57

Catherine latu brophy, ’84

betty lee brown, ’52

marcia r. brown, ’77 +

Nellie hogan brown, ’74

mary ray brumbaugh, ’56

Joseph J. brun, ’94 ’98

Alice braatz brunswick, ’51

debra r. brydon, ’06 +

deirdre Ann bulian, ’00

daniel Paul burick, ’76

Jennifer burkey, ’07 +

Ann louise burkhardt, ’46, ’64

Colleen heeney burkhardt, ’49

Patricia vernal burkhart, Phd, ’72, ’96 
and Terry Paul burkhart, PIA ’78

Kathleen marie burns, ’72, ’76

Carol Jean byers, ’86

Amelia dolores Caddy, ’62

michelle r. l. Caicedo, ’93

Judith Ann Callan, Phd, ’80, ’84, ’07

Susan K. Callen, ’04

margaret P. Campbell, ’08

diane S. Campbell, ’81 and robert C. 
Campbell, gSPh ’83

robert l. Campbell, KgSb ’55

mary Camporeale and ronald 
Camporeale

Anne m. butz Canny, ’78

Cynthia Cantey

Amy l. Caputo, ’06

Carol Stevenson Carr, ’62

george richard Carrick

valerie Ann Carthew, ’99 +

Teresa Karlo Caruso, ’77

frances elizabeth Casillo

mary Jo Cassano, ’93

Kathleen Nicolette Cecil, ’62, ’79

robert J. Cermignano

Alicia Swigunski Cessar, ’92 and 
Joseph d. Cessar

lawrence richard Chaban, esquire, 
CAS ’77; lAW ’80

William Peter Chapas, CAS ’65

mary d. Chisholm-Zook, ’59

Christina g. Claar, ’98; JhN ’00

Jeanne Katherine Clancey, ’87 +

brig gen marcia f. Clark, ’63 +
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Julie A. Clarvit, ’95 +

mary Ann Claus-raible, ’85

Nancy e. Cobb, ’67

Carla Nickl Cocco, ’83 and  
mark v. Cocco

marianne Channas Cockroft, ’80

leslie Anne Coda, ’74

beverly fay Cohen, Phd, ’71, ’80 +

Kathryn o. Coisman, ’97

Charlotte Sporck Collman, ’50, ’79

Pamela g. Colson, ’77

yvette Perry Conley, Phd, gSPh ’93; 
gSPh ’99 

Ann fuller Connolly, ’87 and mark John 
Connolly, CAS ’87 + 

mary Catherine Connolly

helenea hrebenak Connor, ’79

maryjane Cooney, ’89

Crystel Cornwell, ’77 +

Walter James Cornwell Jr., PhA ’77 +

mary Keller Cortese, ’69

The honorable Jay Costa Jr.

Scott Coulson, edd, edU ’07

Wilma betts Couper, ’52

lynn A. Klanchar, ’78 and donn moore 
Chip Coutts

Kenneth m. Coval, CgS ’82, ’97 +

michele m. Covington, ’96 +

lawrence Cox

Nancy Coyne, ’94

elizabeth A. Crago

bonnie Craig, ’91, ’93

Patricia Koon Craven, ’70

margaret h. Crighton

Susan Crissman, ’69, ’76

miss Nancy Jane Crouthamel, ’75, ’83 +

Sue Ann Cunningham, CAS ’69

Janice e. Cutlip, ’53

mary Jo Kelly Cwenar, ’74

margaret C. Cygnarowicz, ’89

Joeta Kay d’este, ’82

robyn Jo daniels, ’99, ’01

Joanne Pfaller daniels, ’73 and William 
Walter daniels, eNg ’72

Sarah markle dattilo, ’56

dr. lynda J. davidson

bonnie davis, r.N., ’69, ’76

leah e. davis, ’05 +

lois Chambers davis, bSN, ’59

michael T. davis

ruth de haven, ’64

Janet marie deems, ’79

Cheryl fazio delaney, ’73

Cassandra Kosanovich delisio, rN, 
bSN, ’68

gail burcin delucia, ’82

mary gregorius demarest, ’50

Nancy Zentner demilta, ’81

deborah Schloder demuro, ’79

dianne davis dencler, ’63

ellen Proeller dennis, ’74 +

Susan enzbrenner derosa, ’75

Sandra deslouches, CgS ’07

Terri l. devereaux, ’06

Sushama dhakal Acharya

denise J. dianna, ’94

Sally mae Shull-diener, ’99 and  
erwin diener

Patricia Allen digeorge, ’67 and  
John donald digeorge Jr., eNg ’67

lucy b. dillon, ’84

betsy Ann Kauffman diNardo, ’84 +

monica marten dinardo, ’78, ’84

Theresa marie dinardo

Julia lynn dlugos, ’96, ’00

Nam h. do, ’94, ’05

Steven doan

Patti donaldson and mark donaldson

Kathleen A. donatelli

Anne eulalia donnelly, ’65

heidi S. donovan, Phd

Sharon dudik doolin, ’78 +

dr. Willa marlene doswell

frederick W. dougherty

Karen l. dover and mark K. dover

michelle dragotta, ’86, ’07

donna Smiley duchene, ’87

T. Audean duespohl, Phd, edU ’89

valeria C. dukelow, ’60

Stephanine Sue duplaga

Joan Welty duran, ’67

dr. martha l. dushaw, ’54

Thomas J. earley

louise r. eckroth, ’47 +

Taryn m. edwards, ’04 +

okan U. elci

linda Kay eld, ’82

Amy lyn elliott

Catherine Carmack emanuele, ’77

T. Kunkle emberg, ’68

mary louise ende, ’65

richard Allen engberg

Patricia r. ergas, ’63

helen Weber errera, ’62, ’69

melanie matthews erskine, ’78, ’85

mary bartlett espinosa, ’69 and ruben 
Jose espinosa, Phd, CAS ’67; fAS ’69; 
fAS ’74

Nancy mack ettinger, ’65

Joyce gilmore evans, ’72

Karen Kunkle evans, ’69

becky lee faett

Anthony falcone

Susan Ann farrell, ’79

barbara Joan feathers, ’98

mary dillie feathers, ’46 +

marian Knight fedak, ’76 and bernard 
J. fedak, eNg ’68; KgSb ’73 +

eleanor Annis feerst, ’60; edU ’65

Constance graff feiler, ’88 and Sidney 
I. feiler, CAS ’64; edU ’66

maryanne fello, ’72; edU ’76

richard J. fera

barbara foley ferreira, ’75

Norma C. fetters, ’56

Janet Wingerd feucht, ’55

marie A. fioravanti

roberta m. fiore

Sally foster fitzgerald, ’70

Janet giunta flecker, ’81

Jennifer A. fleegle-vitsas, ’03, ’07

Sonya Ickes fleming, ’72

Karen Krajewski florian, ’78 and  
dr. frederick m. florian, CAS ’77

edith Keenan flurkey, ’56

Carol eidel foltz, ’64

Sandra Anne founds

dr. linda mcKeever fowler, ’76, ’80 +

Nancy bush fowler, ’61

mary leap franceschini, ’65

virginia Powell francis, ’45, ’48

darlene Ann freker-bartos, ’86

Kenneth h. friske

Thelma eunice fuller, ’70, ’74

barbara mae fullerton, ’83

vicky harshadkumar gandhi

Nicole marie gannon

mary Ann Newell gapinski, ’76

dr. linda J. garand

linda Smith garcia, ’72

dorothy W. garland, ’80

Sheila giesler gealey, ’94

Carlotta marie gedman, CPP, CgS ’80

Carolyn S. geister, ’66

leah vota george-Cunningham, ’76

Tenisha lynn gibbs

Nancy Whitley gibellino, ’72 +

Carol effie gidney, ’72

renee e. gilhousen, ’79

Pamela Ann gill, ’05 +

donna maguire gillis, ’67

bonnell Weigle glass, ’67 +

dorothy hornick glasson, ’44

Sally l. glatfelter, ’03

John r. glunt Jr.

William edward glunt, KgSb ’87

Susan franz gold, ’75

dea m. goodman

Patricia K. goorin, ’04

Pauline barnes gose, ’49

Kristine A. gosnell, ’91 +

david f. gould III

Joanne hart graffte, ’69

deborah l. gray

richard gray

Jane l. green, ’53

gail Tussing greene, rN, bSN, CrrN, 
’76 and daniel C. greene

Judith meredith gregory, ’67

Sally Jean gresty, ’65

margaret J. grey, drPh, ’70

deborah Ann griffith, ’75 and William 
Schuler griffith, Phd, fAS ’73; fAS ’79

Joan lesniak grocki, ’82 and daniel 
Joseph grocki, lIS ’84

Wilma d. groethe, CrNP, ’96 +

Suzanne Weller gross, ’56, ’63

Jana l. gruber, ’73

louise d. grundish, rN, ’76

Tanya T. gurian, ’77 +
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Judith mueller gustafson, ’63

Jane guttendorf, ’87, ’94

Cheryl Scofield gutterres, ’63

Nancy voye haddad, ’82

Paul g. hagan

Alice Jane haines, ’89

Susan Ann hammer, ’85 +

marcia A. hammerle

margaret Ann hancock, ’66

Shelley Kathryn hando, ’95

brenda S. hansen

Nina Patterson hansen, ’79

Sally Ann harding, ’58 +

gwendolyn l. hardt, ’57

Janet Pruitt harman, ’78

Julie Anne harris

richard W. harris

William harrison

mary l. harshbarger, ’66

lorri Ann harshberger, ’87; JhN ’97

Shirley K. hart, ’58

h. Ann hartary, rN, ’64

gloria dragan haughton, ’52, ’63 +

Wilson Weaver haughton Sr., CAS ’53; 
edU ’67 +

Carol Smithburger haus, Phd, ’72,  
’83, ’03 +

Allyson Ann havill, ’88

dorothy hawthorne burdine

mary e. hawthorne, ’90

brenda Crush hay, ’80

Alexander hays Iv

Sharon butts hays, ’70

Nancy rae hazo, ’65 and moses 
Joseph hazo, CAS ’64 +

Penny hearn

Nancy russell hedges, ’62

Susan Shook heller, ’80 and dean 
Stanley heller, hrP ’79 +

Norma quinet hesen, ’55

madeleine ramik hess, Phd, ’73, ’80

Andrew hibian

Irene C. hickey, ’80

Susan volpe hicks, ’56, ’60 and harry 
e. hicks, KgSb ’55; KgSb ’56

rachel hicks, ’01

dr. Kathy r. higgins, ’75, ’78

linda Westapal higgins, Phd, ’87, ’97 +

JoAnne lipps highberger, ’72

Anne louise hitchak, ’76, ’81

Jennifer marcia hlad, ’94

James P. hodgen

Carol fitzpatrick hodgkiss

meghan rice hodgson, ’03 +

Allan S. hoffman

margaret J. hoffman, ’78

rosemary l. hoffmann, Phd, ’77, ’83; 
ShrS ’06 and Paul Charles hoffmann, 
PhA ’79

beverly benz hogan, ’59

Ann Willcox hoist, ’74, ’99 and francis 
Stephen hoist, KgSb ’67

margaret d. holdcroft, ’56 + 

marcia hartman holland, ’80 

ruth hollen, rSm, ’80 

mary lee holler, rN, bSN, mNed, ’78

lori Wardrop holt, ’99

roberta Ann hoover, ’95, ’98 +

Jeanne dettis hopple, ’77 and  
William h. hopple II

deborah Ann horst, ’79

Stacey ellen houck, ’98 +

martin Pierre houze

Susan hreha, ’78

deborah A. hrzic and dennis P. hrzic

debra l. hughes

m. Katherine brown hull, ’78 and 
Willard hull

olga r. hulley, ’45 +

maria hunt, ’80 and lawrence hunt

ruthie Campbell hunt, ’59

florence m. hunter-Umstead, ’81, ’96 +

linda lu hutchinson, ’82

Nancy Patricia hutchinson, ’70

Jessica marion hutchison, CAS ’96, 
’02, ’04 +

brenda golby Ivanac, ’73 and  
John Ivanac

elizabeth Ann Ivey, ’59 and William  
J. C. Ivey, ddS, CAS ’56; deN ’60

dana r. James and dennis James

gayle Stirling Jameson, ’82, ’97

ronald Jardini, ’80

david rudolph Johnson, ’97, ’04 +

Sandra Johnson

Susan elisabeth Johnson, ’83

Charlotte N. Jones, Phd, ’56, ’73;  
edU ’79

lance Jones

marian Kenny Jonnet, ’81

felice luka Jordahl, ’83 +

margaret m. Joyce, ’91 +

mary e. Jubeck, ’69, ’91

marguerite Ann Judy, ’73

deborah Jewett Kaczkowski, ’73 and 
edward f. Kaczkowski, eNg ’72

Patricia l. Kalish, ’68

William Kalish, CAS ’67

virginia e. Kalyan, ’54 +

Nancy Kaminski, ’78 and dean 
raymond Kaminski, CAS ’75 +

roberta Karsh Kaplan, ’83

Jane Singer Kart, ’68, ’78 and  
barry h. Kart, md +

Carrie Kaylos, ’06

Alison lynn Keating, edU ’02

mary ellen Keefer, ’76

mildred volz Kegel, ’53 and reverend 
Adam g. Kegel, eNg ’49

marilyn louise Keil, rN, ’57

Nancy Jo Keller

Kathleen Kennedy

Sheila hays Kerr, ’67, ’70

donna Clemens Ketterer, ’74 +

Carol Kieda, lIS ’94

marybeth Kifus, ’05 +

Sister lorelda Kilchenstein

Jennifer King, CAS ’77

linda evelyn King, ’63

Judith etzel King, ’62 and  
William r. King

dorlee dale Kingen, ’70

elizabeth Stein Kinley, ’87

deann hillegass Kinsey, ’82, ’85

denise myers Kirchner, rN, mN,  
mPS, ’76

Sandra Kramer Kiser, ’68

dr. Patricia darlene Kissell, ’66, ’68

megan m. Klamerus, A&S ’05

Christina l. Klarnet

mary beth S. Klein, rN, bSN, ’77 and 
Charles Klein

Sara Jo Klein

rose marie Kmetz, ’70 +

Christina Tibbitts Knezevich, ’75 and 
John d. Knezevich

The honorable Catherine baker Knoll +

diane m. Knowlton

glory valentovish Koerbel, ’78

howard Kohos

James J. Kopriva

beverly J. Kormanik, ’56

Nancy Neiberg Kosanovich, ’65, ’67

mildred huston Kovacik, ’67, ’74 and 
Paul J. Kovacik

frances marie Kratofil

deborah Petro Kreahling, ’78, ’90

Nancy Joan Krokosky, ’80 and edward 
m. Krokosky

mary louise Krul, ’57

Sandra louise Kubala, ’94, ’00

Caroline Wright Kuhl, ’69

roberta Kurland, ’04

rose marie Kutlenios, Phd, ’79, ’85, ’99

Charles e. Kutz

Amy lou labant, Phd, ’99

Sister Judith A. laffey, ’85

Janeen laforce

Jane m. lagrotteria, ’90 and Paul 
Samuel lagrotteria, Pe, eNg ’84 +

ruth Christina lambert, ’71

margaret mary lambrou, ’82

dr. diane Novotny lancaster, ’79

Tracey lynn lang and dr. Craig A. lang

margaret Ann lanigan, ’70

Cynthia Cheryl lann, ’72

laurie lapsley

margaret Ann larson, ’76

elizabeth m. larue, Phd, lIS ’95;  
’94, ’06

Thomas francis lattner, eNg ’80

Susan Klinkner lauffer, ’75 and russell 
Thomas lauffer, PhA ’76

helen l. laughran, ’56

Carol lindsay lausch, ’63 +

denise l. lavalle-bandini, CgS ’92

marian A. leake, ’54

Katharine A. lembright, rN, ’46

Audrey marie lentz, ’64

Kimberly Cipra leone, ’77 and guy r. 
leone, md, med ’82 +

marian Janco leone, ’83
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James Joseph lestitian, lAW ’73

michalena fran levenduski, ’79, ’83 +

Susan holsinger lindman, ’66

mary Jo lindsay, ’85 +

Jennifer hagerty lingler, Phd, ’98;  
fAS ’03, ’04 +

matthew S. livingston

olga roman lloyd, ’54

Sandra davis lloyd, ’78

grace lockard, ’78

melissa Jill lokovic, ’98

robert d. lorah

mary C. quinn loughran, ’77; gSPh ’87

Jill funfar love, ’81 and Charles J. 
love, md, med ’83

Jacqueline Kay lownie, ’65 +

xiaoli lu, ’94 ’02; gSPh ’06

Kristin m. lubinski, ’93 +

devera bloom lucker, ’60

Sister barbara lum, ’78

dr. John A. lyons

Patricia Ann lysko, ’77 +

mary Kate macKenzie and Warren 
r. macKenzie

holly Joy myers mackey, ’84

dr. marlene C. mackey, ’75

Kathy Sue magdic, ’92, ’95

Capt. Charlene rychlinski mahu, USN, 
ret., ’73 and felix Paul mahu

marlene Schirf mailloux, ’63

Theresa Stephenson majetic, ’87

mary Jane maloney, ’63

margaret e. manion, ’89

Judy manjerovic

William m. manning, ’04

Jan davis manzetti, Phd, ’79, ’92 +

Sandra Nuss markley, ’60

ruth ewing marlin, ’49, ’55, ’70

barbara g. martens, ’83

Nancy Simpson marts, ’52

rachel A. mathers, ’98 and lawrence 
John mathers, md, med ’00

Judith Tabolt matthews, Phd, ’98; 
gSPh ’99 and richard Alan matthews, 
KgSb ’79

Joseph gerard mattis, ’95 +

marsey e. mauer

Kaye maxwell and Walter maxwell

Joan b. mays, ’57 and A. earl mays, 
CAS ’53

margaret m. mcCague

maura K. mcCall, ’08

Kay mcCandless, ’74; gSPh ’75

barbara Joan mcCarthy, ’74 +

Joan frances mcCarthy, ’97

loretta h. mcCarthy, ’61 +

rosemary dinello mcCarthy, Phd, ’02 
and richard mcCarthy

ruth Ann mcChesney, ’61 +

Cynthia W. mcClellan

bruce mcCollum

James J. mcCreanor

diane r. mcdougal, ’77

beatrice Joan mcdowell, Phd,  
gSPh ’78; edU ’85 +

Christine l. Casey and robert  
michael mcdunn

Judith Culler mcglothlin, ’69

John mcgonigle

The honorable James r. mcgregor, 
lAW ’57 and marguerite U. mcgregor

Amy Krall mclaughlin, rN, ’98 and 
dennis mclaughlin

Arlene Altmyer mclean, ’67

elizabeth Irene mcNally

margaret A. mcNeil

Ann mcNemar, ’69

Nancy flanigan mcSteen, ’55 and J. 
david mcSteen, eNg ’55 +

margaret h. meeker, ’69 +

Carolyn J. menk, ’58

deetta metz

dr. Jacqueline mansour mickley, ’70

Jerry J. migliozzi Jr.

Patricia Ann mihallo, ’82 +

Jacqueline Winters mihm, ’78, ’92

Suellyn Kramer milchovich, ’72

Arlene Arrigoni miller, ’62

barbara lynch miller, ’73

beth e. miller, ’72

Jodi J. miller, ’05

rosemary birmingham miller, ’47

Tharon K. miller, ’90 +

martha Suzan milvet, ’79, ’92 +

Ann margaret mitchell, Phd, edU ’87

Steven h. mitchell

Thomas J. mitchell

eileen W. mitchell, ’76 and Timothy C. 
mitchell +

dorothy gera mizikar, ’63

Janice maier molnar, ’66

Judith Ann montgomery, ’61

John I. moore

Pearl friedman moore, rN, mN, fAAN, 
’68, ’74 +

Jo Ann moorhead, ’76

Jena victoria morey, ’89

Carol morihlatko, ’80

mary beth morrell

barbara m. moulton, ’67 +

darrick W. mowrey

Kimberly mowrey

lynn Carlson moyer, ’89 +

robert donald moyer Jr., md, med ’92 +

Admir music, ’94 ’04

edvin music, ’94 ’01

Carol myers, ’06

barbara J. Nagle, ’54 +

denise mericli Nagy, ’84

dorothy Pinette Nardella, ’76, ’80

Jean m. Nelson, ’70

marylou Nesbit, ’75

Janet young Newcamp, ’72 +

Caren evette Newman-lawee, ’74

Alice hopkins Newton, ’43 +

Karen ruth Nigra, ’89

Joan f. Nock, CgS ’04 +

Carol Jones Noonan, ’76 +

blanche Peterson Nordeen, ’60

dr. loretta brush Normile, ’72, ’77 +

genevieve mihelcic Novak, ’68

mary A. o’Connor, Phd, rN, ’83, ’99

John marc o’donnell, ’91 +

Patricia Cloonan o’donnell, ’49

ellen Ann o’donovan, ’84 and Terrence 
James o’donovan, eNg ’87

dolores liszka o’hara, ’73, ’77

linda o’malley-dafner, ’87

mary-Jo mcCarthy o’Neal, ’76

dorothy m. o’Neill, ’47

James m. obringer, ’94, ’99

mary Pettus ogden, ’58

lori ghetian olive, ’82 +

Sophia Jermanovich orlovich, ’76 +

miss mary Anna orrison, ’50

ray S. oswald

lydia lee ott, ’55 and William yee ott, 
ddS, CAS ’52; deN ’54

barbara bryce owen, ’56

laura bushmire Palmer, ’73, ’82

Paula Joanne Palmer, ’74; hrP ’87 and 
Paul d. Palmer 

Joyce Urda Pareigis, ’61, ’63

helen baxter Parenti, ’81 and michael 
J. Parenti, dmd, CAS ’80; deN ’83 +

Kathleen A. ryan Park, ’77

Autumn e. Parramore

Aurora d. Patterson, ’00

marguerite Ursula Patton, ’83

barbara elaine Peace, CAS ’79

dr. Janice lee Penrod, ’76

Jane broyan Perazzola, ’77 and  
Carl Joseph Perazzola, eNg ’75

Adele Korowicki Perdeus, ’75 +

martin Perlman

Janet l. Peterson, ’95, ’96 and  
Kim A. Peterson

Charlotte r. Petrarco, ’65 and William 
donald Petrarco, PhA ’66 +

Irene Petrovich

lynn michele Petruzzi, ’86 and  
robert J. Petruzzi

linda lee Pfeffer-Klea, ’76

Katherine West Phillips, ’89

dr. dorothy Stagner Pickens, ’81

Joan Altree Piemme, .N, mNed,  
’60, ’65

barbara mineweaser Piper, rN, ’86, ’95 
and derek John Piper, eNg ’85 +

Charlotte g. Pischke, ’58

Nancy Contakos Plumb, ’62, ’67

Patricia Ann Plummer, ’03

gale b. Podobinski, CgS ’87

margaret m. A. Pointek, ’54, ’59

mary elizabeth Polacek, ’85

donna linhart Pomaybo, ’65

hazel l. Pontious, ’50

major rose Anne Popovich, ’89

diana l. Portillo, ’60

heidi e. Preisendanz, ’75

michele m. Prior, ’80

Sally Sciabica Purnell, ’78
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Kathryn Jane Pusateri, ’61 +

Sally reed Pyle, ’63

Patricia C. quatrini, ’82 and vincent J. 
quatrini Jr.

Jacqueline C. deCroo, ’75, ’85 and 
robert Joseph rabel, CAS ’70

Jill v. radtke, ’05

Carolyn hays raham, ’63

lisa bucciarelli rajakovich,  
SoC WK ’79, ’83

mary evans ramey, ’64, ’68 and 
donald george ramey, eNg ’66

Sharon foster raquet, ’65

Nancy Clare razorsek, ’87

barbara Pavuk recker, ’79 and Perry 
david recker, lIS ’86

marcia Palka rees, ’78 and Paul 
Zachary rees, dmd, deN ’81 + 

Andrew g. reif

Carol glatz reitmeyer, ’78

Carolyne doyle ressler, ’65, ’92

James e. ressler, gre ’92, ’07

Patricia Ann rettig, ’79

Cheryl Ann rich, ’77

lois gay richards, ’58

Susan gredesky richey, CAS ’91

barbara ryan ride, ’48 and frederick 
g. ride, ddS, deN ’43

ronald Wayne rill, edU ’67

mary linda ripp, ’75

evelyn rogus rippin, ’71; edU ’74

Shelley S. riser, ’92 +

Charlynn lee ritenour-bailey, ’95, ’97 +

vera lee davis robbins, ’51 and robert 
Stanley robbins, md, med ’52

Jennifer lynn robinson, ’95

margaret mihalik robinson, ’47

Patricia J. Koren robinson, ’76, ’79 +

Andrea f. rodgers fischl, CAS ’75; 
gSPh ’80

laura A. rodgers, CrNA, bSN,  
mSN, ’85 +

Patricia J. rodriguez, ’62 +

Adelyn materna rogalla, ’65, ’84 and 
Albert h. rogalla, eNg ’64

mary T. vins roll, ’54

gail lorraine roosa, ’73

maria l. rosporski, ’82, ’94

lisa Kay Tamres, CAS ’83 and  

dr. Alexander rudnicky

martha brand rudy, ’70

mary baran rudy, ’76, ’80

margaret Phyllis rumley, ’50

Scott C. rusiewicz, ’04

Carol boye russo, ’75

marilyn ryan, ’80

Sharon lucas rydbom, ’74

valerie Ann Sabo and daniel J. Sabo

Shirley Prizent Sacks, rN, ’57

James v. Sadvari

rebecca b. Staub Sahl, ’90

david Salandro

marilyn maddox Salem, ’54 and 
Alexander Nassar Salem, CAS ’50 +

diane Conte Salipante, ’71

Shari renee Sand, ’07 +

debbie Adams Sanders, ’79 +

Jacqueline A. yochum Saracco, ’75

rebecca Jane Satryan and richard 
Patrick Satryan I

lauren marie Saul, ’73 +

heather lee Saunders, ’95, ’02 and 
brian William Saunders, gre ’96

Susan Scanland, ’81

Patricia lynn Schmitt

maureen higgins Schnittger, rN,  
Phd, ’74

Carol Sue Pell Schnitzler, ’75 and 
michael Steven Schnitzler, CAS ’74

emily Anderson Schock, ’49 and Arthur 
C. Schock, eNg ’50

marcia dale Schoeffel, ’86, ’04

barbara A. Scholle, ’77

Nancy Anne Schoman, ’97

barbara Spak Schultz, ’73

Susan K. Schwartzman, ’90 and  
dr. eric Schwartzman +

bernice Seigal Scott, ’67

Steven Scutella

Jennifer Sealy, ’06

Katherine lynn Seepe-daniels, ’80

barbara h. Seiple, ’64

Alita Sellers, Phd, ’78; edU ’91 +

bernadette Schmitt Semenick, ’82 and 
richard Charles Semenick, eNg ’82

Carole Shimko Senter, Phd, ’72, ’77; 
gSPh ’95; edU ’04

Peter A. Seppi

Judith Sacco Serago, ’74 +

Kathy A. Seyman, ’80 and michael 
John Seyman, eNg ’79

robert P. Shaffer

Sandra l. Shanahan, ’68; PIA ’85

Juliana Shayne, ’73 +

Anne Shields

Anne J. Shiley, ’64, ’74 +

Judith Ann Shovel, ’80

donna l. Showalter, ’76

gordon grant Shultz

luann Smith Shutt, ’77, ’81

Anne m. Sillaman, ’07 +

bruce S. Silver

lynn marie Simko, gSPh ’82, ’90

Susan Switzer Simpkins, ’64

margaret Turocy Sinback, ’74 and 
Timothy h. Sinback

linda mayer Sismour, ’73 +

lynn Wolfe Slavic, ’70

gladys C. dill Sloane, ’45

Thomas Paul Sloane Jr., ’80

rosemary Slobodnyak, ’87

Theresa Slover and frank Slover

Ali Janel Smith, CAS ’00 +

barbara Jean Smith, Phd, ’68, ’89

elizabeth louise Smith, ’54

James Clair Smith, CAS ’76 and  
laura Smith

leslie Smith

lynne lytle Smith, ’88, ’91

rachel Paddock Smith, ’80

brenda menear Smith, ’86 and Thomas 
Kenneth Smith Jr., SoC WK ’87

Joan Smith-Walleck, ’68; gSPh ’78

Jeanne m. Smucker, Phd, ’96, ’98

david T. Snell

linda Ann Snyder, ’75, ’86

Sara hankins Snyder, TTv ’04; A&S ’06

mi-Kyung Song

Sherry Wonsidler Sonneborn, ’74 and 
michael george Sonneborn, CAS ’75

Sandra griffiths Sonnessa, ’78

dr. Janet rexrode Southby, ’69

lucille A. Sowko, ’82

Jeanne davic Soyars, ’59 +

dr. Arlene misklow Sperhac, ’73

barbara elliott Spier, Phd, ’68;  
SoC WK ’89 +

elizabeth Snyder Spragg, ’64

Carol J. Sprague

dawn michelle Springer, ’00

Kathleen m. Srsic-Stoehr, mSN, mS, rN, 
CNAA-bC, ’72

robert Stampahar

linda J. Stanton, ’84 and david C. 
Stanton, md, dmd, CAS ’84 +

madalyn Pugh Stanton, ’55

Kirsti hetager Stark, ’74, ’85

lorraine S. Starsky, ’94

lois helen Steiber, ’49

howard r. Stein, edU ’08

Jeanne louise Stelmak, ’96 +

Patricia e. george, ’47

beverly Ann Stephenson, ’58

Carol hobaugh Stewart, ’74

erin d. Stimer, A&S ’07

margaret Ann Stoeff, ’95

heidi Stogard, ’08 +

david Stonelake

gloria Adamson Strang, ’73

Sue Ann Strohm, ’81 +

glenda l. Stroud

Ann K. Strunk and Jon P. Strunk

glenda Simonton Stump, ’77

mindi Annette Styn, Phd, gSPh ’06

Janet elaine Stys, ’95

Nancy Sullivan, ’70

Arlene Jones Sumner, ’65

dena Jean Sutermaster, ’84, ’92

donald Suzenski

barbara Jean Swicord, ’70, ’73

ruth maurer Switch, ’47

megan W. Sylves

Teresina Synborski, ’79 and donald 
Albert Synborski Jr., CAS ’78

frances hamilton Szafran, ’73 and 
James Joseph Szafran, lAW ’72

Paulette Szwast, ’04 +

margaret Park Tait, ’59, ’75

Kathe berk Taliaferro, ’70 and Alvin b. 
Taliaferro Jr., KgSb ’73 

Nancy lee Tall, ’79, ’94, ’96 + 

Phyllis Speck Tarno, ’55 and m. lee 
Tarno Jr., dmd, deN ’56
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melaine meisel Taylor, ’71

James A. Theys

deborah Sorce Thomas, ’75

marion r. Thomas, ’56

deborah enders Thornberg, ’77 +

mary grace Tighe, ’77 and John 
Thomas Tighe III, PhA ’78 +

Andrea Joan Topoleski, ’73

robert l. Trautwein

Jean degenhardt Trester, ’72

Steven J. Trinkala

victoria Novak Trumbore, ’50 and 
forrest A. Trumbore, Phd, fAS ’50

Jamie r. Trunzo

Pamela Kepic Trunzo, ’77

melanie T. Turk, ’08

Karen Pasternak Turner, ’80

Wendy Weyant Tusay, ’88

Sara Workman Tyler, ’72

Amy Adelmann Uhler, ’83

michelle Upvall, fNP, Phd

Susan Terry Urrows, ’76

ellenor Williams vajda, ’44, ’49

Cynthia valenta

ruthann valentine, ’66, ’68 +

donna Kay valler, ’60

Susan Nickel van Cleve, ’77

dorothy A. veneski and raymond  
C. veneski

eleanor Portman vercher, ’62 +

Jacqueline Kay verville, ’83 and 
Patrick Camille verville, ’83

Norma Jean vidale, ’62 +

mary lee villani

miss Teresa marie vojtilla, ’61 +

Karen Teresa vujevich, ’93

Pamela l. Wagaman, ’76 +

Julie m. Wagner

robin Smith Wagner, ’82

elizabeth Ann Wahl, ’77

Timothy P. Wahlen

Allison T. Walker, UCIS ’07

Curtiss Alexander Wall, ’95

marjorie geason Walrath, ’91

Sandra fleegle Waugaman, ’83

Jane Karen Way, ’59

mary Jo Weeks, ’88 and daniel e. 
Weeks, Phd

John mark Weidle

Nancy Jo reed Weiland, ’75

maranne Purcell Welch, ’62 +

valre Walter Welch, ’69

diane J. Werley

lucille valasek Werthman, ’76, ’79 and 
ronald J. Werthman

Jacqueline Wesche-Thobaben

beth garber West, ’79

John e. White

dawna A. White, ’89 and robert 
Stephen White, CAS ’89; CgS ’06

Susan marie Whitfield, ’83

Jacqueline m. Whitling

Jill Pitzer Wiley, ’77

mary ellen Wilkinson, ’82 +

dina daddio Wilson, ’64, ’71

June Siard Wilson, edU ’50 +

michael A. Winney

barbara v. Wise, ’75, ’02

michael Wise

Christian h. Witzke III

Norma lou Wood, ’49

virginia gail ratliff Woomer, ’79

erin Kathleen Wright, ’02 +

Judith A. Wright

darlene Alice Wynn, ’89

martin Wynn

Jo Ann yost

Caroline Chadwick young, ’70 +

Norman C. young Jr.

barbara rupp yourous, ’75

Patricia mellon Zajac, ’72, ’76

Jean Zamzow

dianxu ren, Phd, gSPh ’05; gSPh ’06 
and xinhua Zhao

Phyllis dunkle Ziants, ’47

Alice gantzer Zich, ’67

richard g. Ziegler, ’93

lynn Zinaich, ’79

Kathleen m. Zoldos 

organiZations, foundations 
and Corporations

84 lumber Company

Alcoa foundation

Alle-Kiski medical Center

AlpernSchubert P.C.

Alzheimer’s Association

American Nurses foundation

becton dickinson foundation

Canadian fur Company

Carlow University

Center for organ recovery & education 
(Core)

Children’s hospital of Pittsburgh of UPmC

Citizens School of Nursing

Colgate-Palmolive Company

Construction general laborers & 
material handlers

duquesne University

edgar Snyder & Associates, llC

exxonmobil foundation

fayette regional health System

federal home loan bank of Pittsburgh

fmdl equipment Inc.

fogarty, rufft, Turbiner Associates

The John A. hartford foundation

hCr manor Care foundation

healthsouth/birmingham

heritage valley health System, Inc.

heritage valley Sewickley

Ibm International foundation

Icynene, Inc.

Indiana regional medical Center

Integrated voice Solutions

The International Society for heart & 
lung Transplantation

Jayar Construction Co., Inc.

Jewish healthcare foundation of 
Pittsburgh

Johnson & Johnson

ladies hospital Aid Society of Western 
Pennsylvania

lifeCare managment Services, llC

lorillard Tobacco Company

lutheran Community foundation

macy’s foundation

mediaquest

medical Staff of Sewickley valley hospital

monongahela valley hospital

morgan Stanley foundation

oncology Nursing Society foundation

Passavant hospital foundation

Paul’s hair Styling

Pennsylvania higher education 
foundation

Pennsylvania State Nurses Association

robert morris University

Scalise Industries

Sky bank

Somerset Community hospital

Speakman financial group

St. Clair hospital

St. margaret foundation

STAT Staffing medical Services, Inc.

Stuckeman Charitable Trust

T. A. Ward Constructors, Inc.

Tri-Ad litho, Incorporated

United Way of Allegheny County

University of Pittsburgh medical Center

University of Pittsburgh Physicians 
orthopedic Surgery

UPmC Presbyterian

UPmC bedford memorial

UPmC Cancer Center

UPmC department of Anesthesiology

UPmC horizon Community health 
foundation

UPmC magee Womens hospital

UPmC mcKeesport

UPmC mercy

UPmC Northwest

UPmC Passavant

UPmC Passavant Professional Staff

UPmC St. margaret

UPmC Senior Communities

UPmC Shadyside

UPmC Shadyside School of Nursing

UPmC South Side

UPP, department of Anesthesiology

verizon foundation

West virginia University hospital, Inc.

Western Pennsylvania laborers’

Wound, ostomy Continence Nurses 
Society

The Western Pennsylvania hospital

The Western Pennsylvania hospital 
School of Nursing

WPAhS-Allegheny general hospital

WPAhS-Canonsburg general hospital

WPAhS-forbes regional hospital

WPAhS-Suburban general hospital
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102

4
school of nursing 
by the numbers 

70
thirty-two
32: the number of December 2008 graduates of the school’s 
nurse anesthesia master’s major.

66
30

102: the number of 
Keepers of the light 
over the past 66 years. 

66: the number of 
cameos of caring 
awardees honored at 
the 2008 gala 

70: the school of nursing officially marks 
this milestone anniversary of its founding: 
april 6, 1939–april 6, 2009. 

30: the number of continuing 
education credits mandated 
for registered nurses in 
pennsylvania during each 
two-year license period. 

9& 4 and 9: classmates with school of 
nursing graduation years ending in 
either of these numbers will mark 
milestone reunions at alumni Day 
2009 on saturday, september 26. 

mANdATory CoNTINUINg edUCATIoN for 
regISTered NUrSeS IN PeNNSylvANIA
on June 29, 2006, governor ed rendell signed into law Act 58 of 2006  
(Sb 235), which requires 30 hours of board-approved mandatory continuing 
education (Ce) during each two-year license period for individuals licensed as 
registered nurses in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The first group that 
will need to verify completion of 30 hours of board-approved Ce are those rNs 
expiring october 2010. The Ce credits must be completed in the timeframes 
indicated in the table below for your expiration date. for example: If your 
license expires on April 30, 2011, you will need to complete 30 hours of board-
approved continuing education between may 1, 2009, and April 30, 2011. 

If your expiration date on  Then you must obtain 30 hours  
your rN license is/will be:  of board-approved Ce from: 
october 31, 2010  11/1/08–10/31/10 
April 30, 2011  5/1/09–4/30/11 
october 31, 2011  11/1/09–10/31/11 
April 30, 2012  5/1/10–4/30/12

for purposes of academic credit, the board has limited the number of Ce 
hours that may be obtained from a single source or course. Therefore, one 
course/source in a quarter system may offer no more than 10 Ce hours, 
regardless of the number of academic credits. 

This bill recognizes that registered nurses continue to practice in an 
environment that is increasingly complex and technical. Prior to Act 58, 
registered nurses were the only health care providers in Pennsylvania 
without requirements for mandatory continuing education for license 
renewal. earning 30 hours of Ce every two years is mandated in nine other 
states: Alaska, California, delaware, Kentucky, Kansas, Nevada, New mexico, 
Utah, and West virginia. faced with an aging population of patients who are 
sicker, and health care delivery systems that continue to develop and evolve, 
it has become increasingly important for nurses to continue education to 
keep pace with advances in scientific knowledge, new technologies, and 
medical discoveries. The Ce regulations were published in the Pennsylvania 
Bulletin as final on July 12, 2008, and can be viewed on the continuing 
education link of the Pennsylvania State Nurses Association Web site at 
www.panurses.org. All licensees should have received a letter from the 
Pennsylvania State board of Nursing explaining this requirement. The 
Pennsylvania State Nurses Association answers questions about the new 
requirements on the education link of its Web site at www.panurses.org. 

The University of Pittsburgh is an approved provider of continuing education 
by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation. 
In addition to continuing education courses, the school offers fast Track 
back, a refresher course for registered nurses with a current nursing license 
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. more nurses are coming out of 
retirement because of the economy, but despite the current nursing shortage, 
recent reports indicate that lack of current experience may make it harder 
to re-enter the workforce. Nurse recruiters say even a short career hiatus 
can create a big obstacle to getting back into the rapidly changing world of 
health care. Nurses who have been out of the job market for as little as one 
year sometimes say they find themselves left out in the cold when looking 
for a new job. fast Track back prepares registered nurses for re-entry into 
hospital-based nursing practice through 25 hours of classroom and human 
simulation learning and 80 hours of hospital-based practice with an experi-
enced registered nurse clinical coach.
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1940s
adena J. davis (bSN ’47) par-
ticipated in a parent-child health 
seminar in August 2008 at the 
lincoln Avenue Church of god in 
Pittsburgh. Tips for healthy living 
were shared with parishioners.

1960s
dr. sandra sulsberger bowles 
(mNed ’64, bSN ’61) retired as 
dean of the division of the health 
Sciences at the University of 
Charleston (UC) in August 2008, 
after completing 45 years in nursing 
education—including 40 years  
at UC. She currently serves  
as “in-house” consultant to UC’s 
School of Pharmacy as it prepares 
to seek full accreditation of a new 
Pharmd program. 

1970s
renee e. gilhousen, mSN, 
CrNP, fNP-bC (bSN ’79)  
is a communicable disease 
nurse consultant with  
the Pennsylvania 
department of health, 
Northwest district. 

elaine miller, dNS, rN, 
CrrN, fAhA, fAAN (mN ’75) 
is professor of nursing, 
nursing science and adult 
health and coordinator of the 
Center for Aging with dignity at the 
University of Cincinnati College of 
Nursing. her research focuses on 
stroke education. dr. miller is editor 
of Rehabilitation Nursing, a maga-
zine published by the Association of 
rehabilitation Nursing. 

dr. holly Williams (bSN ’76)  
served a two-week deployment to 
baton rouge in September 2008 
where she ran a federal medical 
station for patients evacuated from 
New orleans, la. in advance of 
hurricane gustav. 

alumni news + notes
1980s
norine Jenkins (bSN ’84) is presi-
dent of mcKeesport, Pa.’s bethlehem 
baptist Church Nurses Unit that 
sponsors a Junior Nurse Training 
Program. The unit offers comfort and 
health support to church members 
and the community, as well as 
promoting the nursing profession.

bernadette melnyk, Phd, rN, 
CPNP/NPP, fAAN, fNAP (mSN ’83) 
was recognized by the National 
Association of Pediatric Nurse 
Practitioners with its 2008 loretta 
C. ford distinguished fellow Award. 
This award is given annually to an 
active NAPNAP member who best 
exemplifies contributions to the 
expansion or improvement of pediat-
ric health care and the advancement 
of the profession of pediatric nurse 
practitioners at the local community, 
state, and/or regional level.

victoria soltis-
Jarrett, Phd, 
PmhCNS-bC, 
Pmh-NP-bC  
(mSN ’88) was 
named the 2008 
Practice Nurse of 
the year by the 
North Carolina 
Nurses Association 
at its annual 

convention in Winston-Salem, N.C., 
this past october. Soltis-Jarrett 
has practiced psychiatric nursing 
for more than 20 years with a 
clinical and research interest in the 
concept of somatization in women 
and participatory research in 
psychiatric-mental health nursing. 
She has a private psychotherapy 
practice in Winston-Salem, and con-
sults widely on issues of rural care, 
women’s mental health, manage-
ment of personality disorders, and 
treatment-resistant depression.

patrick C. verville (bSN ’83) could 
not join his Class of 1983 class-
mates to mark a 25th reunion at 
Alumni day 2008 on may 3 because 
he was on active duty as a navy 
nurse at landstuhl regional medical 
Center in germany until october. his 
classmates who gathered that day 
wrote greetings that were sent his 
way after the event.

1990s
Justin d. engleka (bSN ’95) helped 
establish the Cedars hospice 
in monroeville, Pa. and is in the 
process of developing a palliative 
care program at Allegheny general 
hospital, along with fellow alumna 
susan a. Jessell (mSN ’06, bSN ’04).

Jose r. flores (mSN ’99,  
bSN ’99) is fNP program  
director at the University of  
St. francis, Albuquerque. 

barbara l. forsha (mSN ’94) 
has been appointed to serve as 
the quality management officer 
for vA healthcare-vISN 4. She is 
responsible for the oversight of all 
quality care issues within vISN 4. 
Prior to this appointment, ms. forsha 
served as the quality manager for vA 
Pittsburgh health Care System since 
2006. She began her career at the 
vA in 1998. 

gloria p. gotaskie (mSN ’94,  
bSN ’77) was among the 2008 
winners of UPmC’s Award for 
Commitment and excellence in 
Services (ACeS). She works as an 
oncology clinical nurse specialist  
at UPmC’s hillman Cancer Center  
and serves on the School of 
Nursing’s Nursing Alumni Society 
executive board. 

Cheryl d. hettman (Phd ’96) 
is associate professor in the 
department of Nursing at California 
University of Pennsylvania. 

major general patricia d. horoho 
(mSN ’92) has been appointed chief 
of the U.S. Army Nurse Corps (ANC) 
and promoted to the rank of major 
general. horoho is currently serving 
as commander of the madigan 
Army medical Center in Tacoma, 
Wash, (ANC) and received a rare 
two-rank promotion from colonel to 
major general. She was previously 
the commander of the Walter reed 
health Care System. 

regina g. mcCollum (bSN ’95), a 
registered nurse in the intermediate 
care unit at Children’s hospital of 
Pittsburgh of UPmC, is the recipient 
of the 2008 mary lemoyne Page 
Award. The award was established 
in 1964 and is presented each may 
during National Nurses Week to a 
nurse nominated by peers for out-
standing contributions to pediatric 
nursing at Children’s hospital.

dr. lynn f. reinke (mSN ’90) is a 
research nurse at the University of 
Washington School of Nursing in 
Seattle, Wash. After earning a Phd 
in biobehavioral nursing science at 
the University of Washington in may 
2008, reinke accepted a post-
doctoral position in health Services 
research and development at the  
vA Puget Sound, Seattle.

mark yost (bSN ’97) is a clinical 
resource and contract administrator 
at lexington medical Center in 
Columbia, S.C. he was involved in 
the design and installation of one of 
the first digital integrated operating 
room suites in that state. 
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in memoriam
dorothea bumpus, bsn ’49

marie t. Coyne, mned ’67 
february 27, 2008

florence m. thompson, 
bsned ’48  
february 22, 2007

Jane m. ung, bsn ’73

Jean pitzer Wiant, bsn ’55 
december 30, 2008

ruth m. young , bsned ’51, 
ma ’61 
october 14, 2008

dr. madeline r. turkeltaub, mn ’70 
dr. Turkeltaub passed away on June 21, 2008. Throughout 
a successful professional career, she was recognized 
as a nurse leader, nurse educator, and practitioner. dr. 
Turkeltaub held positions as an administrator in both 
nursing education and nursing service and set nursing 
policy on the National Council of State boards of Nursing, 
the National league for Nursing, and other local, state, 
and national organizations. The School of Nursing 
recognized her as distinguished Alumna in 2003. At the 
time of her death, dr. Turkeltaub was director, division  
of extramural research Activities, the National Institute 
of Arthritis and musculoskeletal and Skin diseases. 

2008 lantern night 
flame-bearers include  
pitt nursing alumni 
on August 24, 2008, five School of Nursing alumni 
participated in the University’s 88th annual lantern 
Night ceremony at heinz memorial Chapel. each alumnus 
has a special relationship with a member of the 2008 
freshman class. 2008 lantern Night flame-bearers were 
Chris barry (bSN ’79), mother of School of Arts and 
Sciences freshman ellen barry; doris J. davies (bSN 
’52), grandmother of Arts and Sciences freshman Sarah 
davies; mary fike (bSN ’79), mother of Arts and Sciences 
freshman Kathryn fike; Joann pantages (mSN ’86), 
mother of Arts and Sciences freshman Christa Pantages; 
and mary rudy (bSN ’76, mN ’80), mother of engineering 
freshman Alexandra rudy. 

begun in 1920, lantern Night is one of the longest-
standing traditions at the University of Pittsburgh and 
symbolizes the passing of the light of learning to the 
next generation of Pitt women.

a l U M n i n e w s + n o t e s

2000s
theresa l. brown (bSN ’07) wrote 
an article on her personal reflections 
on the death of a patient that was 
published in the September 8, 2008, 
health section of The New York 
Times. 

angela r. Collins (bSN ’07) is a 
registered nurse at St. Joseph 
medical Center in Towson, md., in the 
medical-surgical ICU. 

taryn edwards (bSN ’04) is a clinical 
nurse III at The Children’s hospital 
of Philadelphia, Pa., in the newborn/
infant intensive care unit.

katie ness kandrysawtz (bSN ’05) 
is working as a staff nurse at york 
hospital’s inpatient adult oncology 
unit. She is in the first year of the 
family nurse practitioner program  
at millersville University and on track 
to graduate in 2011. 

Crystal moss (bSN ’06) is a clinical 
support and education specialist 
with Innercool Therapies. 

kristine keefer Wolff (mSN ’00, 
bSN ’93) has been selected as a 
nursing leadership representative 
on Team Pennsylvania, a group that 
will participate in a national Nursing 
Summit sponsored by the robert 
Wood Johnson foundation (rWJf) in 
february 2009 in Washington, d.C. 
The Summit is a rWJf collaboration 
with the U.S. department of labor, 
the health resource and Services 
Administration and the Center 
to Champion Nursing in America 
to address the critical decline in 
nursing education capacity as a 
major driver in the nursing shortage 
across the United States. Wolff also 
received grant funding from the 
ladies hospital Aid Society for a  
grief program for staff through 
UPmC’s good grief Center for bereave-
ment support.

pitt nursing alumnus 
receives national honor
margaret grey, drPh, rN, fAAN, yale School of Nursing 
dean and Annie goodrich Professor, has been awarded 
The Council for Advancement of Nursing Science 
(CANS) outstanding Nurse Scientist Award. A bSN 
’70 alumna of the University of Pittsburgh School of 
Nursing, grey accepted the award on october 2 at the 
National Congress on the State of the Science in Nursing 
research in Washington, d.C. 

Throughout an extraordinary professional career, grey 
has focused her research on adolescents coping with 
diabetes and the study of behavioral interventions that 
improve metabolic control of diabetes and the quality 
of life in young people and their parents. She has been 
principal investigator for grants totaling more than $20 
million, authored more than 200 publications, and was 
elected to the Institute of medicine in 2005. 

strong pit t nurse presenCe at 
20 08 ameriCan thoraCiC soCiet y 
international meeting in toronto
four Pitt Nurse alumni have leadership roles within the 
American Thoracic Society: kathy lindell, rN (Phd ’07), 
is the incoming chair of the nursing assembly;  
gerene bauldoff, rN (mSN ’93, Phd ’01), is chair of the 
program committee; margaret ann Carno, rN (Phd 
’02), is chair-elect of the program committee; and lynn 
reinke, rN (mSN ’90), Phd, has been elected representa-
tive to the nominating committee and also serves on 
the diversity committee. annette devito dabbs, rN 
(Phd ’03), received the marilyn hansen Award for the 
top-scoring nursing abstract. 

friend of the sChool named 
universit y emeritus trustee
J. roger glunt was elected an emeritus trustee by the 
University of Pittsburgh board of Trustees in late october. 
glunt is a business administration graduate of the 
University and has served as an alumni trustee. he is 
past president, director emeritus, and a life member of 
the Pitt Alumni Association. A special friend of the School 
of Nursing, glunt chairs its volunteer advisory commit-
tee for the University’s capital campaign; established 
the Nancy glunt hoffman memorial fund at the School 
to honor his late sister, a nursing alumna; and hosts an 
annual golf outing to raise funds toward endowing a 
chair in oncology nursing research at Pitt. 

nursing alumni and  
pathways to professions
School of Nursing alumni marian hershman (bSN ’58) 
and darlene ursiny (bSN ’91) participated in Pitt Alumni 
Association’s Pathways to Professions on october 23 
during homecoming Weekend. Alumni representing 
schools and colleges across campus are invited to 
attend this networking event for students to learn more 
about careers. 
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nursing alumni society:
meet the president

Beth Mastrangelo, rn (bsn ’99)
unit Director, same Day surgery and pacu, 
children’s hospital of pittsburgh of upmc,
president, nursing alumni society  
executive committee
hometown: pittsburgh, pa.
years in nursing: 10

how did you get into nursing?
i always knew i wanted a job where i could work with children. 
When i was a young girl, one of my neighbors was an oncology 
nurse and helped me learn more about her career. even as a pitt 
nursing student, i was confident nursing was the best choice for 
me … and i’ve never regretted my decision!

What do you like best about your job? 
i really enjoy working behind the scenes at the hospital. i’m 
still involved in pediatrics, but i’m impacting the patients and 
families in a different way. as a manager, i’m fortunate to assist a 
great team of nurses with providing the best care possible.

What are the most important things you want people to know about  
the pitt nursing alumni society? 
it’s very important graduates realize they’re immediately 
members of the nursing alumni society upon graduation, 
and membership is free! the society sponsors many programs 
throughout the year … everything from shadowing and mentor-
ing to the annual alumni day event. getting involved is easy, and 
it’s not a huge time commitment. there’s really something for 
everyone! i encourage fellow alumni to check out our Web site 
at www.nursing.pitt.edu, click on “alumni” on the header bar; or 
contact Joan nock, assistant director of alumni relations in the 
nursing alumni office, at jno100@pitt.edu or at 412-624-2404. 
i can be contacted through Joan. i welcome the opportunity to 
work with you to advance the alumni effort of our alma mater. 

What do you do when you’re not at the hospital? 
my husband and i moved to the south side of pittsburgh  
a few years ago and along with the many restaurants in the area, 
we find there’s always something happening in the city. from 
concerts to bike races to sporting events, pittsburgh has so  
much to offer. While we travel several times a year, we truly  
love pittsburgh and plan on raising a family in this “most  
livable city!” 

annual poinsettia sale 
Thanks to our loyal customers, the 2008 Poinsettia Sale 
raised $575. New vendor Chelse’s greenhouse provided 
exceptional plants in a variety of holiday colors. 

upJ receives $4 million  
state grant for new nursing, 
health sciences building
The University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown has received $4 million in state 
funds for the construction of a new nursing and health sciences building 
as part of the Commonwealth’s Put Pennsylvania to Work initiative. This 
facility will enable the training of more nurses and health care practitioners 
and will underscore the University of Pittsburgh’s commitment to Western 
Pennsylvania’s economic development. founded in 1927, Pitt–Johnstown is 
the first and largest regional campus of the University of Pittsburgh.

gold banner status: 
The Nursing Alumni Society was recognized by the Pitt Alumni Association 
at its annual banner luncheon on friday, october 24, for maintaining gold 
banner Status. A $500 award was presented as part of this recognition.

executive committee seeks alumni
The Nursing Alumni Society executive Committee is looking to increase its 
membership. If you have a minimal amount of time to give (approximately 
two hours four times per academic year) and have a maximum amount  
of energy and ideas, your fellow alumni invite you to join with them in 
working to advance the alumni effort at the School of Nursing. Please contact 
Joan Nock, assistant director of alumni relations, at 412-624-2404 or at 
jno100@pitt.edu. Sharing your time and talent helps support alumni projects 
at your alma mater and inspires students, our future alumni!

for the latest alumni neWs
Check out the Nursing Alumni Society Web site. visit www.nursing.pitt.edu; 
then click on “Alumni” on header bar for the latest alumni information. from 
upcoming events and meetings to event highlights and more, it’s all there! 

reminder: Career update form online
visit www.nursing.pitt.edu, click on the “Alumni” tool bar at the top of the 
home page, then click on “Career Update form.” It’s electronically submit-
ted to our alumni office. We can’t wait to hear from you!
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above: The Class of 1988 also planned a reunion during homecoming 2008 october  
24–26; pictured here are (l to r) melissa mastorovich, beth smithnosky fantasia, 
Jeannette parker podlogar, Cristen silvagni Walker, sherry phillips stamp, and Constance 
graff feiler.

a l U M n i n e w s + n o t e s

alumni Day 2008
alumni day 2008: A Celebration of Pitt Nursing on Saturday, may 3, treated 
returning alumni to a special day that included a welcome reception, presen-
tations by the 2008 distinguished Alumni awardees—pearl moore and  
terri Weaver—and a luncheon program at The Twentieth Century Club. 

The alumna traveling the farthest distance—a total of 2,237 miles from 
danville, Calif.—was Jessica geist Jordan, who marked a 35th reunion with 
the Class of 1973. School of Nursing alumni attending this event included 
mother and daughter: gay barley lindsay, marking a 
50th Class reunion with the Class of 1958 and gay’s 
daughter, mary Jo lindsay, an alumnus from the Class 
of 1985. 

above: Classmates 
from the Class of 
1958 marking a 50th 
reunion were (l to 
r): margaret howe, 
marian neustadt 
hershman, mary 
donnan baker, e. gay 
barley lindsay, and 
Charlotte g. pischke.

left: The earliest class 
represented was 
the Class of 1948, 
with mary sullivan 
arenth of Allison Park, 
Pa. marking a 60th 
reunion.

right: Nursing Alumni Society President 
beth mastrangelo (bSN ’99) presents 
the 2008 Senior Student Award to sirena 
lehmer (bSN ’08), representing one of 
the school’s newest alumni. 

left: Six School of Nursing honorary Alumni joined to congratulate 2008 honorary Alumnus 
William Cully (third from right). They were (l to r): mary rodgers schubert, Joan nock,  
susan sereika, leslie hoffman, dean Jacqueline dunbar-Jacob, and J. roger glunt.

above: The Class of 1973 joined distinguished 
Alumnus terri Weaver to celebrate a  
35th reunion. 

left: The Class of 1978 was the best represented 
reunion class.
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2008 Distinguished alumni
pearl moore (bsn ’68, mn ’74) 

Pearl moore, rN, mN, fAAN, has  
been a significant force in the  
nursing profession for more than 
four decades as a nurse clinician,  
nurse educator, nurse adminis-
trator, and nurse leader. 

moore’s career has been marked 
by a dedication to improving care 
for cancer patients. A pioneer 

practitioner in the field of oncology clinical nursing at UPmC montefiore, 
she merged clinical practice with research as the first coordinator of the 
brain Tumor Study group, part of a groundbreaking national consortium 
conducting clinical trials. her efforts have been instrumental in positioning 
the oncology Nursing Society (oNS), of which she is a founding member,  
as the largest professional oncology association in the world. 

When she retired as chief executive officer of oNS in 2007, moore left 
a legacy that few can hope to achieve. She has been an inspiration to 
colleagues, to cancer patients, and to the future of the profession. In 
retirement, she continues to share her expertise with service with the 
Jewish healthcare foundation and the ladies hospital Aid Society and as an 
executive board member of the Patient Advocate foundation. 

terri e. Weaver (bsn ’73)

Terri Weaver, Phd, rN, fAAN, 
professor of nursing at the 
University of Pennsylvania 
School of Nursing, has 
advanced the profession as 
a nurse researcher, author, 
nurse educator, and mentor. 
A leader in evidence-based 
practice and research, she 
has conducted studies 

globally that have evaluated the impact of sleep disorders on daily 
functioning and performance, particularly in obstructive sleep apnea. 
Two instruments developed by Weaver—the Pulmonary functional 
Status Scale and the functional outcomes of Sleep questionnaire—
have been heralded nationally and internationally. 

earning master’s and doctoral degrees in nursing at the University of 
Pennsylvania, Weaver’s affiliation with Penn spans 30 years, during 
which time she has inspired colleagues and the next generation of 
nurse leaders. 

Weaver has welcomed opportunities to represent the nursing profes-
sion in leadership capacities and is especially proud to serve as chair 
of the national board of directors of the American lung Association, the 
oldest voluntary public health organization in the United States.

2008 honorary alumnus
William J. Cully

William J. Cully earned an 
undergraduate degree from the 
University of Pittsburgh nearly 60 
years ago from the School of  
Arts and Sciences. The pride he 
holds for his alma mater has 
deepened over the course of those 
six decades. Time and again he has 
demonstrated an extraordinary 
commitment to the University 

through his giving back of time, talent, and treasure. In 2006, Cully focused 
his support on the School of Nursing when his dear friend, roger glunt, 
pledged to endow a chair in oncology nursing at Pitt through the Nancy 
glunt hoffman memorial fund. Not only did he make a generous donation to 
the fund, but he is also a member of the Nancy glunt hoffman golf outing 
planning committee, soliciting sponsors, auction items, and participants. The 
glass skill prizes presented at the outing are in-kind donations and manufac-
tured at United Plate glass Company, Inc., where Cully is president. 

Cully serves on the School of Nursing’s volunteer Advisory Committee, where 
he shares his wisdom and expertise to advance nursing’s capital campaign 
effort. The school is a better place because of Cully and is proud to designate 
him with honorary alumnus status.

Call for 20 09 distinguished and honorary alumni

our alumni represent the University of Pittsburgh locally, nationally, and internation-
ally through their work as nursing professionals. The school annually selects one or 
more distinguished alumni and honorary alumni awardees to be recognized  
at Nursing Alumni day. 

distinguished alumni award 
Nominees for the distinguished Alumni Award must be a University of Pittsburgh 
School of Nursing program graduate and are considered on the basis of leadership, 
achievement, and contribution in areas similar to the following: academia, admin-
istration, clinical practice, research, and service (professional and community). 
(Distinguished Alumni Award nomination packets should indicate in which area 
nominees should be considered.)

honorary alumni award 
This award recognizes an individual who is not a graduate of the University of 
Pittsburgh School of Nursing but who has demonstrated extraordinary service and 
support to and for the school’s mission.

nomination packets* for the 2009 Distinguished and honorary alumni awards will 
be accepted through May 4, 2009. awardees will be formally honored at nursing 
alumni Day 2009 on saturday, september 26, 2009. 

distinguished and honorary Alumni nominations should be submitted to the 
University of Pittsburgh, School of Nursing Alumni office, 218 victoria building, 3500 
victoria Street, Pittsburgh, PA  15261. for more information, please contact Joan Nock 
at the Nursing Alumni office at 412-624-2404 or at jno100@pitt.edu.

*Nomination packets for both the Distinguished Alumni Award and the Honorary Alumni 
Award should include any materials (such as curriculum vitae or résumé) and information 
that supports that nomination (i.e., letters of support and pertinent materials). 
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International Society for heart and lung Transplantation 
28th annual meeting and scientific sessions. 

heidi s. donovan, Phd, rN, assistant professor in the 
department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received an award 
from the National Institute of Nursing research for “Web-
based ovarian Cancer Symptom Control: Nurse-guided  
vs. Self-directed.”

Willa doswell, Phd, rN, assistant professor in the 
department of health Promotion and development, received 
an award from the Staunton farm foundation for “Project 
Uplift: Using Parish Nurses to reduce mental and behavioral 
health risk in Urban Communities.”

Jacqueline dunbar-Jacob, Phd, rN, fAAN, dean and 
professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing, 
received an award from the National Institutes of health  
for “Adherence and health-related quality of life: Translation 
of Interventions.” dunbar-Jacob also was honored by  
the yWCA of greater Pittsburgh with the Science and 
Technology Award at the 2008 A Tribute to Women 
leadership Awards luncheon.

mary beth happ, Phd, rN, fAAN, associate professor in the 
department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received a Circle of 
excellence Award from the American Association of Critical-
Care Nurses.

richard henker, rN, Phd, associate professor and vice chair 
in the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received an 
award from the Clinical & Translational Science Institute 
basic to Clinical Collaborative research Pilot Program for 
“genetic & other risk factors of opioid-induced Sedation and 
respiratory depression: mice to humans and back Again.”

marilyn hravnak, Phd, rN, CrNP, associate professor in the 
department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received the interna-
tional bayada Award for Technological Innovation in Nursing 
education and Practice, presented by the drexel University 
College of Nursing and health Professions. hravnak also 
received a 2009 Annual Scientific Award from the Society of 
Critical Care medicine (SCCm) for her abstract, “relationship 
between left ventricular Wall motion Abnormalities and 
markers of Neurocardiac Injury in Patients with Aneurysmal 
Subarachnoid hemorrhage.” 

leslie hoffman, Phd, rN, fAAN, department chair and 
professor in the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, will 
receive the first annual outstanding educator Award from 
the American Thoracic Society at the 2009 International 
Conference, may 15–20. 

Julius kitutu, Phd, assistant professor in the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care and director of the department 
of Student Services, received an award from the health 
resources and Services Administration for his proposal, 
“Scholarships for disadvantaged Students.” Kitutu also 
received a grant from the Pennsylvania higher education 
foundation for “Nursing education grant block grant.”

Susan A. Albrecht

faculty news
susan a. albrecht, Phd, rN, fAAN, associate dean for student 
and alumni services, development and public relations, 
and associate professor in the department of health and 
Community Systems, was named 2009 president-elect of 
the board of directors of the Association of Women’s health, 
obstetric and Neonatal Nurses (AWhoNN). AWhoNN is the 
foremost nursing authority that advances the health care 
of women and newborns through advocacy, research, and 
the creation of high-quality, evidence-based standards of 
care. Albrecht received an award from the health resources 
and Services Administration for her proposal, “Advanced 
education Nurse Traineeship.” Albrecht also received 
awards from the Pennsylvania higher education foundation 
for her proposal, “dr. edna b. mcKenzie Scholarships for 
disadvantaged Students,” and from the Pennsylvania higher 
education foundation for “graduate Nurse education grant.” 

sheila a. alexander (Phd ’04, bSN ’89), assistant professor 
in the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received 
an award from the National Institute of Nursing research 
for “long Term outcomes in ICU Patients: delirium & 
Apolipoprotein e.” Alexander also received a leadership 
in Nursing Award from Sigma Theta Tau International, eta 
Chapter in recognition of her outstanding accomplishments 
as a researcher; the 2008 Norma J. Shoemaker grant for 
Critical Care Nursing research to research biomarkers that 
may be able to predict delirium onset or duration in the 
intensive care unit; and the 2009 Neurology Specialty Award 
from the Society of Critical Care medicine for her abstract on 
nitric oxide synthase genes and their ability to predict nitric 
oxide levels in cerebrospinal fluid and the association among 
genes, No levels, and cerebral vasospasm after subarach-
noid hemorrhage.

helen k. burns (Phd ’93, mN ’81), rN, associate dean for 
clinical education and associate professor in the department 
of health and Community Systems, received an award 
from the Three rivers Workforce Investment board for her 
proposal, “Interactive and video Conferencing.”

karen Courtney, Phd, rN, assistant professor in the 
department of health and Community Systems, received 
an award from the National Institute of Nursing research 
for “After-hours Communication Support for hospice family 
Caregivers and Patients.” 

annette devito dabbs, rN, (Phd ’03), assistant professor 
in the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received 
an award from the National Institutes of health National 
Institute of Nursing research for her proposal, “Phase 
III Trial of Pocket PATh: A Computerized Intervention to 
Promote Self-Care.” devito dabbs also won an award 
for the best research presentation by a nurse or social 
scientist for her abstract, A Randomized Controlled 
Pilot Trial of Pocket PATH vs. Standard Care and Early 
Self-Care Behaviors after Lung Transplantation, at the 

*NurseBeaT 

helen K. burns

heidi S. donovan

Willa doswell

mary beth happ

richard henker

marilyn hravnak

http://www.magnetmail1.net/ls.cfm?r=98217691&sid=4338177&m=519768&u=SCCM&s=http://www.sccm.org/Membership/Grants/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.magnetmail1.net/ls.cfm?r=98217691&sid=4338177&m=519768&u=SCCM&s=http://www.sccm.org/Membership/Grants/Pages/default.aspx
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leslie hoffman

elizabeth la rue

John o’donnell

margaret q. rosenzweig

Paula Sherwood

Patricia Tuite

gail a. Wolf, rN, dNS, fAAN, professor in the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care and coordinator, nursing 
administration and leadership program, received a lifetime 
Achievement Award from the American organization of Nurse 
executives. Wolf was also recently selected to receive the 
President’s Award from the American Nurses Credentialing 
Center (ANCC) and was nominated by the staff at UPmC for 
a legacy Award in honor of her significant contribution to 
nursing practice. In addition, she was recently elected to 
serve as chair of the Commission on magnet recognition, 
which is part of ANCC.

faan
four faculty from the University of Pittsburgh School of 
Nursing were inducted into the American Academy of 
Nursing as new fellows. helen k. burns (Phd ’93, mN ’81), 
rN, associate dean for clinical education and associate pro-
fessor in the department of health and Community Systems; 
denise Charron-prochownik, Phd, rN, associate professor in 
the department of health Promotion and development; mary 
beth happ, Phd, rN, associate professor in the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care; and ann mitchell, Phd, rN, 
hNC, associate professor in the department of health and 
Community Systems each were nominated for this honor by 
two current academy fellows and selected by the Academy’s 
15-member fellow Selection Committee for their outstanding 
achievements in the nursing profession. 

Two University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing alumni also 
were inducted as fellows: barbara broome (Phd ’97), rN, 
and margaret C. slota, Phd, (mN ’80, bSN ’75). 

The academy is constituted to anticipate national and 
international trends in health care, and address resulting 
issues of health care knowledge and policy. Not only is the 
invitation to fellowship recognition of one’s accomplish-
ments within the nursing profession, but it also affords 
an opportunity to work with other leaders in health care in 
addressing the issues of the day. The academy’s mission 
is to serve the public and nursing profession by advancing 
health policy and practice through the generation, synthesis, 
and dissemination of nursing knowledge.

yolanda lang, mSN, CrNP, drPh, assistant professor in the 
department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received the medique 
leadership Award. 

elizabeth la rue, Phd, mlS, AhIP, assistant professor in the 
department of health and Community Systems, received a 
Steven manners faculty development Award or her proposal, 
“The validity and Utility of a Tool for evaluating Web Pages 
Presenting health Content.”

Jennifer lingler (Phd ’04, mSN ’98), mA, bSN, fNP, assistant 
professor in the department of health and Community 
Systems, has been awarded the prestigious brookdale 
leadership in Aging fellowship for her project, “Promoting 
Alzheimer’s Caregivers’ Communicative Skillfulness.” lingler 
is one the first awardees from the University of Pittsburgh 
and one of the first nurses to receive this coveted fellowship 
since it was established in 2004. lingler also received an 
award from the Alzheimer’s Association for her proposal,  
“making Sense of mCI: An Investigation of Patient and  
family Perspectives.”

John o’donnell, mSN, rN, instructor in the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care and director of the school’s 
Nurse Anesthesia Program, received the 2008–09 hrSA 
Traineeship grant Award in the amount of $33,462. The 
award will help support 25-50 full-time nurse anesthetist 
master’s students at the school. 

margaret q. rosenzweig, Phd, rN, assistant professor in 
the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received an 
award from the oncology Nursing Society for her proposal, 
Promoting health & Wellness with Advanced breast Cancer: 
A Public education grant Proposal. rosenzweig also received 
an award from the Susan g. Komen foundation for her 
proposal, “Advanced breast Cancer: living with health  
and Wellness.” In addition, rosenzweig was awarded first 
place by the NCI in a poster competition at the Cancer 
disparities Summit.

paula sherwood, Phd, rN, CNrN, assistant professor in 
the department of Acute and Tertiary Care, received an 
award from the National Institute of Nursing research for 
her research, “Patient and health Care System outcomes 
following expanded endonasal Approach (eeA).” In addition, 
the American Academy of Nursing (AAN) board of directors 
and the Council for the Advancement of Nursing Science 
(CANS) Steering Committee honored Sherwood with the  
AAN/CANS Investigator with a brilliant future Award. The 
award recognizes Sherwood’s remarkable research produc-
tivity in psychosocial oncology and neuroscience, an area  
of major significance to nursing and health care knowledge, 
and acknowledged her as an emerging leader in nursing  
science advancement. 

patricia tuite, rN, mSN, instructor in the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care, received a leadership in Nursing Award 
from Sigma Theta Tau International, eta Chapter in recogni-
tion for her outstanding accomplishments and fostering of 
high professional standards. 

gail A. Wolf
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linda dudjak

transitions: 
Christa bartos (Phd ’08, mSIS ’94), bSN, joined the 
department of health and Community Systems as a full-time 
assistant professor.

Jaime burkhart (mSN ’06, bSN ’03), joined the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care as a part-time instructor.

Christine Cassesse (mSN ’04, bSN ’79), joined the 
department of health and Community Systems as a full-time 
instructor.

brenda Cassidy (mSN ’97, mSN ’86), bSN, joined the 
department of health Promotion and development as a 
full-time instructor.

dawn Chambers, mSN, bSN, joined the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care as a full-time instructor.

linda dudjak (Phd ’97, mSN ’83), bSN, joined the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care as a full-time associate professor.

kathryn finney, (mhA ’90), bSA, bSN, joined the department 
of Acute and Tertiary Care as a full-time instructor.

susan foley, Phd, mSN, bSN, joined the department of health 
and Community Systems as a part-time assistant professor.

robert kaufman, Pharmd, joined the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care as a full-time assistant professor.

rebecca kronk (Phd ’08, mSN ’99), bSN, joined the 
department of health Promotion and development as a 
part-time assistant professor.

rita madden, mPh, bS, joined the department of health 
Promotion and development as a part-time instructor.

rebecca manning, mSN, bSN, joined the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care as a part-time instructor.

patricia mchenry, mSN ’97, bSN ’95, joined the department of 
health Promotion and development as a part-time Instructor.

michael neft, mSN, mhA, bS, joined the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care as a full-time instructor.

nicole olshanski, mSN, bSN, joined the department of Acute 
and Tertiary Care as a full-time instructor.

Joyce penrose, Phd, (drPh ’83), mS, bSN, joined the 
department of health Promotion and development as a 
part-time instructor.

kathleen spadaro (Phd ’08), med, bSN, joined the 
department of health and Community Systems as a part-
time assistant professor.

robin tate, mSN, bSN, joined the department of Acute and 
Tertiary Care as a part-time instructor.

lauren terhorst (Phd ’07, med ’06), mA, joined the 
department of health and Community Systems as a full-time 
assistant professor.

isong president’s 
awardees
Janice s. dorman, Phd, mS, associate dean for scientific 
and international affairs and professor in the department of 
health Promotion and development, and yvette p. Conley, 
Phd, assistant professor in the department of health 
Promotion and development, received the President’s Award 
at the International Society of Nurses in genetics (ISoNg) 
conference in November. The award, which is given at the 
president’s discretion, was presented in recognition of all 
their work for ISoNg and nurses working in genetics. This is 
the first ISoNg award given to a non-nurse. 

international meeting 
on simulation  
in health care 
faculty from the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing 
presented at the 2009 International meeting on Simulation in 
health Care, held January 10–14 at Walt disney World resort 
in florida.

Assistant professors rose l. hoffmann, Phd, rN and alice 
blazeck, dNSc, rN, along with instructors marie fioravanti, 
mSN, rN, and gretchen Zewe, mNed, rN, led a well-attended 
workshop on incorporating generational differences 
within simulation scenarios. A second workshop was led 
by associate professor ann m. mitchell, Phd, rN, fAAN, 
along with assistant professor sandra founds, Phd, rN, 
instructor rachel (shelley) libman, mSN, rN, fioravanti, and 
hoffmann. They guided an interactive group of international 
participants on incorporating cultural principles and commu-
nication skills within a variety of simulation scenarios and  
teaching strategies. 

John o’donnell, mSN, CrNA, director of the school’s Nurse 
Anesthesia Program, presented a four-hour postgraduate 
instructors’ course titled Instructor Training: Structured 
and Supported debriefing: A learner Centered review and 
Practice of different Approaches. This international debriefing 
course was requested by the organizers of the meeting and 
demonstrated similarities, differences and best practices 
for simulation debriefing approaches across the world. In 
addition, o’donnell presented a panel on Simulation Center 
Accreditation to an audience of more than 150 representa-
tives of simulation centers across the world.

*NurseBeaT 

John o’donnell
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retired faculty 
news
Constance s. mcCormick (mPh ’85), retired department 
of health and Community Systems faculty, was honored 
this past April by the University’s graduate School of 
Public health with the margaret f. gloninger Service 
Award for her community health vial for life project. The 
purpose of this project is to have a simple form with 
vital health and medical information available in the 
same place in every home so that emergency medical 
personnel and family members can easily find it in case 
of emergency. The form is placed in a large medicine vial 
and stored on the top shelf of the refrigerator. To date, 
more than 13,500 vials for life have been assembled 
and distributed in mcCormick’s home community of  
bethel Park, Pa.

longtime faCult y retires
Joanne malenock, rd, Phd,  
a School of Nursing faculty 
member for 37 years, retired in 
december 2008. 

malenock joined the School  
of Nursing in 1971 as 
a full-time instructor 
and became a full-time 
assistant professor 
in 1973. Since 1983, 
she has worked 

as a part-time assistant professor in the 
school’s department of health Promotion and 
development. In addition to teaching nutrition 
on the oakland campus, malenock was an 
assistant professor at the University  
of Pittsburgh at Johnstown from 1983 to 
1994. during that time, she also taught 
nutrition courses in the nursing programs at 
Carlow and duquesne Universities. 

While maintaining a faculty practice at 
the UPmC diabetes and endocrine Center, 
malenock has worked at Carlow’s Wellness 
Center since 2007, been an active member of 
the Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh dietetic Associations, 
and served on the board of directors of the Sto-rox 
health Center and the lutheran Service Society of 
Western Pennsylvania.

malenock earned a bachelor of Science degree in dietet-
ics from Carlow College, a master of Science degree 
in public health nutrition from Case Western reserve 
University, and a doctor of Philosophy degree in higher 
education from the University of Pittsburgh. 

upComing events

pinning Ceremony 
Saturday, April 25, 2009 
Soldiers and Sailors military museum  
and memorial 
6 p.m. 

graduate student dinner  
Sunday, April 26, 2009 
Pittsburgh Athletic Association 
4 p.m.

nanCy glunt hoffman memorial 
golf outing 
friday, July 24, 2009 
highland Country Club

12:30 p.m. Shotgun start

6 p.m.  Auction, reception, and 
 awards dinner

alumni day 2009 
A Celebration of Pitt Nursing 
brunch and Program 
SAVE THE DATE:  
Saturday, September 26, 2009 
reunion classes ending in 4 and 9 
will mark milestone reunions.

visit www.nursing.pitt.edu often for 
updates.

Cameos of Caring aWards gala  
Saturday, october 17, 2009 
Spirit of Pittsburgh ballroom 
david l. lawrence Convention Center

6 p.m.  Auction and reception

7 p.m.  dinner and awards  
 presentation 

student news
Senior megan Cardy of germantown, md., has been 
awarded the 2008 Pediatric Nursing Scholarship at 
Children’s National medical Center in Washington, d.C. 
megan will spend spring term 2009 there, completing the 
precepted clinical requirements for the Transitions into 
Professional Nursing course in preparation for a career in 
pediatric oncology nursing.

2008 snap 
convention honors 
The University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing received a 
gold Achievement Award for membership and retention 
at the Student Nurse Association of Pennsylvania (SNAP) 
56th Annual Convention in November. 

Jatolla davis, junior nursing student, was elected 
2008–09 SNAP vice president and latasha kast, 
sophomore nursing student, was elected 2008–09 SNAP 
greater Pittsburgh regional coordinator. 

below: (l to r) Jatolla davis, junior, 2008–09 SNAP vice president,  
and latasha kast, sophomore, 2008–09 SNAP greater Pittsburgh  
regional coordinator

http://www.soldiersandsailorshall.org/
http://www.soldiersandsailorshall.org/
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continuing education 

The University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing’s Continuing education 
Program provides a broad range of onsite and online activities tailored to 
nurses in clinical practice. To meet the new legislative requirements for 
annual continuing education, we are launching a series of online educational 
programs. To learn more about our educational programs, please call 
412-624-3156, e-mail pjk14@pitt.edu, or visit www.pitt.edu/~nursing/
continuingedu/index.html.

onsite programs at viCtoria building

fast traCk baCk: reentry to praCtiCe for registered 
nurses program 
spring session: april 15–may 13, 2009

The fast track back: reentry to practice for registered nurses program 
prepares registered nurses for re-entry into hospital-based nursing practice 
through 25 hours of classroom and simulated learning and 80 hours of 
hospital-based practice with an experienced registered nurse clinical coach. 
This program is designed to refresh the nursing skills of the registered nurse 
who has a current nursing license in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
This program is a recognized refresher program and not a reinstatement 
program. a reinstatement program would be required in the event a 
registered nurse has let the Pennsylvania nursing license expire.

program fee: $1,300 plus a $12 liability insurance fee, which is required 
for nurses doing clinical practice at UPmC facilities. The program fee includes 
tuition, textbooks, lunch, and parking for the didactic and simulation 
components at the oakland Campus.

Continuing nursing education Credits: 105

sixteenth annual nursing horiZons ConferenCe: 
best praCtiCes in interprofessional praCtiCe  
and CommuniCation
friday, may 15, 2009

The 16th Annual Nursing horizons Conference: best Practices in 
Interprofessional Practice and Communication will take place on friday, may 
15, 2009, at the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing, 3500 victoria 
Street, first floor. The target audience is clinicians, educators, and managers  
in clinical and academic settings. This conference showcases best evidence 
in interprofessional communication and practice as they relate to patient 
care. At the conclusion of the day, nurses will learn how best evidence, applied 
in practice, promotes interprofessional dialogue and enhances patient care. 

Please check our Web site at www.nursing.pitt.edu for upcoming registration 
information.

2009 pharmaCology update ConferenCe
august 2009 

our 2009 Annual Pharmacology Update includes topics of interest for all 
health care professionals, including advanced practice nurses, pharmacists, 
physicians, and physician assistants. We emphasize a broad pharmacologic 
knowledge base through dynamic presentations of pharmacologic issues 
affecting patient care. Concurrent sessions address drug therapies for 
adult and child populations with content that enables clinicians to offer 

pharmacologic interventions that are evidence-based and support best 
practice. The objectives of this conference are to:

1. offer evidence-based pharmacologic management for specific illnesses. 
2. discuss patient response to drug therapies. 

Please check our Web site at www.nursing.pitt.edu for upcoming registration 
information.

online programs

basiC CliniCal ethiCs for nurses
This online module provides the practicing nurse with information about 
terms, concepts, and theories commonly used in clinical ethics. guidelines 
to ethical decision-making include exploration of personal philosophy and 
values, the ANA Code of ethics, and an exercise in applying ethical concepts 
and theories. The participant will have opportunities to evaluate his/her 
progress in learning about clinical ethics and receive feedback on responses 
to two quizzes. This module will be helpful to registered nurses from diverse 
educational and specialty backgrounds, as well as other health care providers 
seeking a basic course in clinical ethics. enrolled participants have six 
months to complete the course. 

program fee: $20 
Continuing nursing education Credits: 2 

the CliniCal preCeptorship: a bridge betWeen 
knoWledge and praCtiCe 
At the School of Nursing, preceptorships are used in senior- and master’s-
level courses to bridge the gap between theory and practice. The strength 
of the program is the involvement of preceptors like you—knowledgeable, 
experienced nurses who are willing to guide students. The School of Nursing 
is offering a five-module, self-paced online course for nurses who work one 
on one with our nursing students. 

The titles of the modules are: 
•	 Clinical Teaching Techniques 
•	 Supervision of Nursing Students 
•	 Communication and Conflict resolution 
•	 managing the Clinical learning environment 
•	 evaluating the Student 

program fee: this online course is offered without charge to current and 
potential pitt nursing student preceptors. you can choose to complete one 
module or all five. 

Continuing nursing education Credits: 1 for each completed module 

For more information about any of these courses, reservations, or registra-
tion information, go to www.nursing.pitt.edu.

The University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing is an accredited provider of 
continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s 
Commission on Accreditation (ANCC). 

mailto:pjk14@pitt.edu
http://www.pitt.edu/~nursing/continuingedu/index.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~nursing/continuingedu/index.html
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/academics/ce/precept/docs/module1_clinicalteachingstrat.pdf
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/academics/ce/precept/docs/module2_supervision_of_studentnurse.pdf
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/academics/ce/precept/docs/module3_com_conflictres.pdf
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/academics/ce/precept/docs/module3_managingclinicallearning.pdf
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu/academics/ce/precept/docs/module5_evalutingstudent.pdf
http://www.nursing.pitt.edu
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pit t nursing braCele t ’s popul arit y Continue s! 
Join the many alumni, students, and friends of the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing  
who are proudly showing off Pitt nurse pride each time they wear this lovely bracelet, created 
exclusively for the Nursing Alumni Society. made of sterling silver beads and Swarovski crystals, 
the bracelet features blue and khaki crystals. each piece is handcrafted and strung on 49-strand 
stainless steel nylon-coated wire. bracelets—available in 7-inch, 7½-inch, and 8-inch lengths—can 
be ordered in two styles. one style features more crystals, whereas the other features more sterling 
silver beads. The bracelet comes with a nursing cap charm, and customers may choose between a 
lobster claw or toggle clasp. bracelets sell for $50 each. 

When ordering, please make sure to specify length, style, and clasp. Use the order form provided or 
download an order form from the School of Nursing Web site at www.nursing.pitt.edu; click  
on “Alumni & friends.” questions can be directed to the School of Nursing alumni office at 
412-624-2404. Proceeds benefit student activities and scholarships. 

 qTy. SIZe STyle ClASP PrICe ToTAl

  Small (7")
  Approx. wrist size 6"   $50

  medium (71/2")
  Approx. wrist size 61/2"   $50

  large (8")
  Approx. wrist size 7"   $50

   ShIPPINg/hANdlINg  $ 3

   order total  $  

Name:  Phone: 

Address:  e-mail: 

   

make checks payable to university of pittsburgh and write “Pitt Nursing bracelet” on the  
memo line. mail check and order form to: university of pittsburgh, school of nursing, alumni 
office, 218 victoria building, 3500 victoria street, pittsburgh, pa  15261.

      pit t nursing tote bags
The Nursing Alumni Society is offering a trendy tote bag 
for $15. It’s crafted from durable duck cloth and measures 
18” wide by 11 ½” high. The School of Nursing’s seal is 
screen-printed on the front. Proceeds benefit student 
scholarly activities. As always, thank you for your support!  

p i t t  n u r s i n g  a C C e s s o r i e s

I would like to order  lamp(s) at $25 each.

I would like to order  tote bag(s) at $15 each.

Total enclosed: $ 

Name: 

Address:  

e-mail:  
Please make checks payable to university of pittsburgh.

mail or drop off your order to:

University of Pittsburgh 
School of Nursing
Joan Nock
218 victoria building
3500 victoria Street
Pittsburgh, PA  15261

Thank you for your support of the Nursing Alumni Society 
and School of Nursing students!

nightingale l amp 
enjoy this lovely ceramic Nightingale 

lamp, symbolic of modern nursing 
and a reminder of the University of 

Pittsburgh School of Nursing’s tradition of 
“passing of the light,” for only $25.

http://www.nursing.pitt.edu
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Can you identify the year and the faces? 

remember When? photo from Winter 2008 issue
The ‘remember When?’ photo of the bSN Class of 1988 that appeared in the Spring 2008 issue 
of Pitt Nurse created quite a stir! Jacqueline Noble Cowan (bSN ’88), beth Ann modzelewski 
heuer (bSN ’88, mSN ’02), luevonue lincoln (mN ’78, Phd ’82), Angela marie margetto (bSN 
’88), Stacie marie murzynski (bSN ’88), and Cheryl A. Kupiec Troutman (bSN ’88), contacted the 
alumni office to identify this handsome group of nursing alumni. They are (l to r): Stephanie 
Ann Stewart (bSN ’88), Tuwonda roberson-Crawford (bSN ’88)*, Patricia Ann lewis (mSN ’96, 
bSN ’88), Keith lamont dawson (bSN ’88), Sandra Kay Johnson (bSN ’88), delores renee 
Williams (bSN ’88), and A. michele Tedder (bSN ’88).  

*Roberson-Crawford is a ‘ lost’ alumnus. If anyone remains in contact with her, please ask her to  
update her contact information with the School of Nursing by using the convenient online career update 
form or by calling the alumni office at 412-624-2404.

Want to share your memories with fellow alumni? Just send us your favorite photo of yesteryear, and we’ll run it in an upcoming issue.  
Submit your pictures to:    University of Pittsburgh, School of Nursing, 218 victoria building, 3500 victoria Street, Pittsburgh, PA  15261. All  
pictures will be returned.

if so, contact Joan nocK at 412-624-2404 or Jno100@Pitt.eDU. we will PUblish yoUr answer in the next issUe of Pitt Nurse.

r e m e m b e r  W h e n



u ni v e r s i t y  o f  p i t t s b u r gh  
s C h o o l  o f  n u r s i n g  
a l u m ni  s o C i e t y  
e x e C u t i v e  C o m mi t t e e

2008–09 offiCers

PreSIdeNT 

beTh K. mASTrANgelo ’99

bACCAlAUreATe rePreSeNTATIve 

beThANy A. frANCIS ’05

PoST-bACCAlAUreATe rePreSeNTATIveS 

glorIA P. goTASKIe ’77, ’94 

A. JANe hAINeS ’89

ImmedIATe PAST-PreSIdeNT 

JoAN P. byerS ’87

ChAIr, AfrICAN AmerICAN NUrSINg AlUmNI CommITTee 

lUevoNUe lINColN ’78, ’82

rePreSeNTATIve To The PITT AlUmNI ASSoCIATIoN 

mIChAel CellUrAle ’06

ex-offICIo 

JACqUelINe dUNbAr-JACob

AT-lArge AlUmNI SUPPorT

moNreTTA d. AAroNS ’59

JeSSICA devIdo ’04

CyNThIA K. hofIUS ’05

PeArl f. moore ’68, ’74

mIChele m. PrIor ’80

ChAd rITTle ’00

dr. ShIrley P. SmITh ’59, ’79

KrIS Keefer Wolff ’93, ’00

Pitt Nurse
ASSoCIATe deAN, develoPmeNT, 

AlUmNI AffAIrS ANd STUdeNT ServICeS 

SUSAN A. AlbreChT ’75, ’78

dIreCTor of AdvANCemeNT ANd exTerNAl relATIoNS 

JeNNIfer felloWS, mbA

dIreCTor of develoPmeNT 

JANICe devINe

ASSISTANT dIreCTor of AlUmNI relATIoNS 

JoAN f. NoCK

ASSISTANT dIreCTor of PUblIC relATIoNS  

JoAN e. brITTeN

CoNTrIbUTINg WrITerS 

JoAN e. brITTeN 

AlICe JANe hAINeS 

NIKI KAPSAmbelIS 

JoAN NoCK

deSIgN 

dePArTmeNT of UNIverSITy mArKeTINg CommUNICATIoNS

PrINCIPAl PhoTogrAPhy 

Joe KAPeleWSKI 

mIKe drAZdZINSKI

The University of Pittsburgh, as an educational institution and as an employer, values equality of opportunity, human dignity, 
and racial/ethnic and cultural diversity. Accordingly, the University prohibits and will not engage in discrimination or harass-
ment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, age, marital status, familial status, sexual orientation, 
gender identity or expression, disability, or status as a disabled veteran or a veteran of the vietnam era. further, the University 
will continue to take affirmative steps to support and advance these values consistent with the University’s mission. This 
policy applies to admissions, employment, and access to and treatment in University programs and activities. This is a com-
mitment made by the University and is in accordance with federal, state, and/or local laws and regulations.

for information on University equal opportunity and affirmative action programs and complaint/grievance procedures, 
please contact the University of Pittsburgh; office of Affirmative Action, diversity, and Inclusion; 412 bellefield hall; 315 South 
bellefield Avenue; Pittsburgh, PA 15260; 412-648-7860.

Published in cooperation with the department of University marketing Communications. UmC67026-0309
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In addition to our outstanding baccalaureate programs, the 
University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing offers:

• master of science in nursing (msn) with four majors  
and 13 areas of concentration, including the Clinical  
nurse leader (Cnl), which is now available online  
as well as onsite 

• two doctoral programs with multiple points of entry

- doctor of Nursing Practice (dNP) with four majors  
and 13 areas of concentration, including the Clinical  
Nurse leader (CNl)

- doctor of Philosophy (Phd) 

Position  
yourself  
for the 
future.

Alumni Day 
2009

University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing alumni  
are cordially invited to this celebration of Pitt Nursing. 
Alumni from graduation classes ending in 4 and 9  
will mark milestone reunions. 

don’t miss this wonderful opportunity to reconnect  
and reminisce! 

look for more Alumni day 2009 details online at 
www.nursing.pitt.edu, or contact Joan Nock in the 
School of Nursing alumni office at jno100@pitt.edu, 
412-624-2404, or toll free at 866-217-1124. 

Save the Date
Saturday, September 26, 2009
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